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The ITHACAN This is the lasl Issue of The Ithacan for the spring semes-ter. Summer publication will begin May 28. 
The Newspaper For The Ithaca College Community 
Vol. 59, No. 29 Thursday, April 30, 1992 24 pages Free 
Author elaborates on the dangers of homophobia 
By Avi Schaeffer written On Being Gay-- Thoughts 
When Brian McNaught used to on Family, Faith, and Love, as well 
tell people that he traveled around as been a columnist for the gay 
the country educating people about press for 12 years. 
homophobia,manyofthemdidnot In recent years, homosexual 
know what the tenn meant. On one people have made many strides, 
occasion, he encountered a woman McNaughtsaid. "But because we're 
onanairplanewhothoughttheterm politically correct doesn't mean 
referred to people afraid to leave there's not a lot of questioning still 
their houses. going on. It's really dangerous to 
McNaught spoke on forget how far we've come." 
"Homophobia: The Toll It Takes Ithaca, NY is ahead of many 
Ithacan/ Tor Seemann On Us All," at 8 p.m. on April 28 in other communities in tenns of gay 
Brian McNaught EmersonSuites.Anaward-winning rights, McNaught said. The town 
author and lecturer, McNaught has has an openly gay police commis-
S tu dent government 
revises dining proposal 
Committee hopes to reach decision at Thursday meeting 
By Tom Arundel said. "We want to continue snack hall hours the chance to do so while 
After three weeks of delibera- barequivalenciesandprovidemeals keeping others who need it less in 
tions over three different propos- for students who miss their meals, the dining halls, Goldstein said. 
als, the Student Government Asso- and do it in a way that's financially "Students-will be less willing to 
ciation remains inconclusive about sound." go all the way up to the Validine to 
dining hour extensions, according Goldstein said, "Equivalencies sign up, but those who need to eat 
to Lori Goldstein, vice president of will not be taken away, whatever between dining hall hours, can," 
campus affairs. happens." Goldstein said. 
1'he l7qod ~e_r_vici AdviSO:fY . One of.SGA 's mos~ ~ent pro: Gol9stein said the amended plan 
Committeehopestocbmetbafih'ai'. pdsals wouid'extend meat ·drd' is also more financially feasible 
decisionabouttheseextensionsina equivalencies in the snack bar as because fewer students would uti-
meeting T'hursday, April 30, long as swdents signed up for that lize the snack bar than in the origi-
Goldstein said. Dana Aaron, assis- meal beforehand. Students would nal plan. 
tantvicepresidentof student affairs be required to go to the Validine, "Until we get a definitive an-
and campus life, said he is planning and sign up every day they want to swer of what students want and 
to attend the meeting and is respon- use their meal card in the snack bar. what kind of sacrifices can be made, 
sible for making the final decisions The idea of signing up for meals no changes will be made," Goldstein 
in the dining halls. was brought up as an amendment to said. "I would kind of like to see 
Members of three college com- SGA's original proposal, which something happen this year." 
mittees discussed extended dining extended meal card equivalencies "It seems to me that some reso-
hours in a Food Service ~dvisory in the snack bar, Goldstein said. On lution has to be made really 
Committee meeting Thursday, April 16,membersoftheFoodSer- quickly," Howard McCullough, 
April 16, a weekly SGA meeting on vice Advisory Committee.said that director of dining services at Ithaca 
Tuesday, April 21 and at a Campus such equivalency extensions in the College said. 
Affairs Committee meeting on snack bar would cause overcrowd- "The whole point of these meet-
Thursday, April 23, Goldstein said. ing, Goldstein said. ings in the end of the year is that we 
In these meetings, committee "They [ the snack bar] don't have don't like to make decisions over 
members came to the conclusion the staff there to handle that now," thesummerwhenthestud~ntsaren't 
that students do not want to lose Goldstein said. here," Aaron said. 
mealcardequivalenciesinthesnack "Basically, any time you add The Food Services Advisory 
barandarenowsearchingforaway hours, you add staff. Dining ser- Committee currently consists of 
to keep this option open while still vices is working within a budget," four members: Victoria Sadowski, 
providing meals for students who Aaron said. a student government representa-
haveclass conflicts, Goldstein said. The purpose behind going to tive, Aaron, McCullough and 
"We·liked the idea of extended Terrace 1 to sign up is to allow Goldstein. TheFoodServiceAdvi-
hours, but we also- liked the idea of students who most want or need to sory Committee April 30 meeting 
snack bar equivalencies," Aaron eat in the snack bar between dining begins at 5:30 p.m. 
sioner, freedom from discrimina-
tion laws and many openly gay fac-
ulty and students at IC and Cornell. 
"Even at Ithaca, though, some 
people were afraid to attend [my 
speech] tonight because people 
might think they 're gay. I think that 
the tragedy today is that even here 
people still fear that they have to 
constantly be looking out of their 
windows," McNaught said. 
Homosexual people come from 
a variety of backgrounds, 
McNaught said. "Some are Catho-
lic,Jewish, black, white, fundamen-
talist Christians, some have parents 
that accept them, some have par-
ents that reject them and some have 
yet to find out." 
"Ignorance is the enemy -- about 
what it means to be gay, about what 
is means to be a man, about what it 
means to live in a diversified cul-
ture," McNaught said. 
McNaught defined homophobia 
as "the fear and hatred of homo-
sexuality." He said, "Homophobia 
pervades our culture -- we arc a 
racist, sexist, homophobic, anti-
See "McNau ht," a e 2 
Ithacan / Christopher Burke 
Dana Eckensburg (left) and Bryan Clarke play an amadinda 
outside Ford Hall on Wednesday, April 29. 
College officials eye library upgrades, eventual expansion 
Acquisitions budget to by $50,000 per year, bringing it to $500,000 Team will consider tern is "at least two years away." He added 
b . h ld" in 1990-91. lncreasesof$100,000eachyear • • that the electronic cataloging system could Uild OD base O lilgS set'l991-92at$700,000.Inthefuture,Longin COIDpUter1zed catalog1ng be implemented "as early as Fall.'94." 
By Christopher J. Beiter said he wants to increase the acquisitions By Christopher J. Beiter Student- Government President-elect, 
Major plans are in the making that may budgetby$200,000eachyear,untilitreaches Technology is slowly making its way to Samantha Stein, said, "For the past three 
significantlyincreaseholdingsintheGannett about 1.1 ~illion. the Gannett Center to free students of the years they've said 'two more years.' They , 
Center over the next three years. When the acquisitions budget reaches 1.1 burden and confusion sometimes experienced always give the time line of two years," in 
IC Provost Thomas Longin said, "Our million, Longin said the administration will with the library's card catalog. Administra- reference to the current plan for library auto-
goal is to be one of the top five comprehen- take a look at overall holdings to see if they tors also have their eyes on other innovative mation. -
sive colleges in the country, if not the top. reached acceptable levels of information ways to make research easy. Stein has been a member of the Student 
That means an excellent teachi.Jlg faculty, materials. IC Provost Thomas Longin said a project Government academic committee, the com-
andthatalso meansalibrary thatprovides all We don't have to do massive print pur- team is-being assembled that will, after the mittee which addresses library issues, for 
of the needed resources." chases forever and·ever," he said summer is over, study major.systems avail- . three years. She said, "The library never 
_Longi;n saidlhe-:.acquisitions·:b_udget, a Longin said, "We've only do_ne 20 years ableforalibrarythesizeofGannett. He said seemstogetresolved. Sometimessomething 
partmthe libl'ary budg~t spent in its·entirety of building when lhe college is actually 100 they will also be looking at both hardware happens, sometimes they don't, for example 
each year- solely on.books,' periodi~ and - -years old. You've gota-big catch-up to do and.software, trying to take into account cost computeriz.ation." . 
0th-er-· information sources,: was about there. We~vedonewell,butweallrecognize efficiency.- Woerner said canputeri7.81ion has been 
-$300.000 ·m.the 1986-87 academic year. For that there is a gap. We're in a position n~w -Robert Woerner, library director, said delayed in the past in mlerto concentrate on 
. fouryeai'safter-diatthe-~dgetwasincreased' See" ,!\cquisitions," page 4 .- computerization of the current calalog sys- _ See" Automation," page 4 
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By Christopher·Burke _ 
_. Easin:g the 
-gr.~~µ~.t~o~. 
tra·nsition:· 
. . . . ~ . . . . , 
11What· are you doin~--ane:r: graduatior,1~·: · · '' 
:By Dr. R9~erna,;-y CI~i;k~- .. 
•_.I•\ I I , l 
the"pr9cess onetti~g go, we quite 
often feel disconnected· f r;o'm 
things and people in the past and 
emotionally unconnected. to the 
present This is an imcomfort-
able time with much 
disequilibp.um and stress. And it 
is also a time of reorientation. 
Seeing the past from the perspec-
tive of where we are n~w helps us 
to "let go" of it and to see it 
differently than we did when we 
were there in the past 
• I • I I ' • '• f • • • • 
' Julie Ludwig '92 
Exercise Science 
"Go to grad school for 
exercise physiology." . 
McNaught--
continuec1 from page 1 
semitic culture." 
"When we're uncomfortable 
with difference, we make jokes 
about it to ease our anxiety, and it 
allows us to feel OK with our igno-
rance. The more homophobic you 
are, the more inale you're consid-
ered to be," McNaught said 
"In my work among college age 
people, my experience has been 
that there's a lot of people afraid to 
shake hands with a gay person," he 
said. 
Inside the gay/lesbian/bisexual 
community, ·~self-hate is the num-
ber one enemy," McNaught said. 
Denise Lucena '92 
Speech Comm. 
"Grad school for higher 
education and adminis-
tration." 
McNaught suggested education 
as the primary solution to solving 
the problem of homophobia 
"Most people got sex education 
in high school from hearing jokes 
they dicln 't get," he said. 
When he was growing up, 
McNaughtcould not come to terms 
with his homosexuality." 
"When I had same sex feelings, 
I thought it was my fault When-
ever something went wrong in my 
family, I thought God was punish-
ing me." 
"I learned how to talk hetero-
sexual so I could survive, because I 
was afraid if I didn't, [my parents] 
would stop loving me," McNaught 
said. 
-- =-- • --- -.-. • ·-
....... n..CJ....._ C10LLE01J • ._. •• ...,_c,;...., C.lC>LL•1c.,1 •~ 
~~.~:~·- fo.~:i/ 
T.J. Anderson '92 
Psych/Business 
"Grad school for school 
psychology." 
"When we' re uncom-
fortable with difference, 
we make jokes about it 
to ease our anxiety, and 
it allows us to feel OK 
with our ignorance ... " 
-Brian McNaught 
"[Homosexual people] become 
jugglers at a very early age with 
lies," McNaught said. 
McNaughtconcluded his speech 
by encouraging homosexual and 
bisexual students to feel confident 
with their lifestyles. ''There are some 
delightful surprises out there if we 
take risks," he said. 
-, Graduation. from college 1s a 
marker event that ~presents both 
the achievement of a. goal and a 
major time of transition. It's a time 
of change- of reappraising your 
life at the same time you are let-
ting go of what has been,an~ look-
ing forward to what awruts you 
next. And mixed up in the process 
is also a wanting to hang on to 
things as they have been, 
Transition means you are mov-
ing from one phase or _s~ge ~f 
yourlifeintoanother. Th1smvan-
ably produces some degree of up-
heaval, not only externally as you 
make choices and decisions, but 
internally as well. The structures 
we have known and lived by and 
the attitudes and patterns of be-
havior by which we have come to 
define ourselves, are shifting. 
William Bridges in his book 
Transitions: Making Sense of 
Life's Changes gives us a map 
through the inner territory that is 
part of change and transition. -He 
helps us to see the larger picture so 
as to gain perspective on a pro-
cess. The transition process has 
three parts- an ending, a neutral 
zorie and a beginning. _First, all 
transitions begin with an ending. 
There are many aspects to endings 
but one key aspect is often a loss 
of self identity. There is the loss 
of the old situation-the "reality" 
we carry around in our heads of 
the way things were. 
The neutral zone is the second 
hurdle of transition. As we are in 
<!Corner 
825 Danby Road 
Comer S. Aurora (?6B) & Coddington 
_ Graduation has the flavor of a 
new beginning but we must re-
member it is also an ending and a 
neutral zone-an emotional time 
that carries much disequilibriwn. 
The new beginning will not be in 
place for weeks or even months 
yet. While going through the 
motions of a new beginning out-
wardly, the ending comes full 
force as you say your goodbyes. 
Endings bring up feelings of 
sadness, anger and anxiety. Say-
ing goodbye is part of letting go 
of the old so that we can pick up 
the new. 
As you· leave, you will experi-
ence for a time the neutral zone 
where things feel off balance as 
you redefine yourself. And 
shortly you will arrive at your 
new beginning where you are 
centered in your new life and 
connecting all you've learned in 
school to the next part of your 
life. 
Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
selor at the Ithaca College Coun-
seling Center 
DELIVERY HOURS: 
Sunday-Thursday 
Noon - 1:30 a.m. 
Friday & Saturday 
Noon - 2:00 a.m. 
273-6006 
would like to thank all the students 
who worked on r---------------------------~------, I 
for their help last Sunday. 
B.O.C. would like to extend an extra 
special thank y9u to the following: 
AL COBANE e MARK DARLING -
BOB MINERe SHARON&MARILYN 
NORM WALL e RON&ROY e FLOYD AYERS 
CINDY TURO e JIM BENJAMIN 
SHARON POLICELLO e BUDDAH (& KATIE) 
And thank you all who attended the concert. 
We hope you enjoyed yourselves!!! 
: ONLY AT ROGAN'S! 
I • 
I 
1 Med. Pizza I I 2 Med. Pizzas I I w/-one topping 4 16-oz. sodas I I 2 16-oz. sodas $9.95 I I $5.50 I I I I 
-I I 1 Lg. Pizza I I 2 Lg. Pizzas I I w/ one topping 4 16-oz. sodas I I 2 16-oz. sodas $14.95 I I $8.50 I I I . 
. ... 
I I 
I 1 Med. Pizza 1 Lg. Pizza I I I 12 Chicken wings 24 Chicken wings I I 
I 2 16-oz. sodas 4 16-oz. sodas I 
I $8.50 $14.50 I I I 
I 
I I 
1 Try any of our Gourmet Pizzas 1 
: at the low price of $6.9S (medium) or $8.9S (large). l 
I YOU MUST MENTION THIS AD WHEN ORDERING. I L------------------ .J 
----------------
Always FREE delivery and FREE Pepsi WEGIADLY ACCE1fVISA 
w!th. piz~a! FREE d_e~very on subs and AND MASI'fRCARD ON 
wmgs with a $6.00 tn1rumum order. · AU.FOOD DEUVElUF,S! 
16 oz. PEPSI and DIET PEPSI delivered : ~ . · 
so¢ each. 
1 
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FronrSenior Week to:gi-adu4'tiQn: :day, a guid~ f{)r students 
• > ' r • • t I• • • I /•I ' • 
. ' 
B Liz De Rose . . 
y ;....1 ... da The~e is ~•.uY ~e y ~eft of 
classes, nine.days onti,·exams are 
over, ail~ lJ ~y~ _uitµl graduation. 
This is a time for seniors to enjoy 
their·Iast days .on campus, and to 
look forward to ·what they will be· 
doing after graduation. 
The following information is for 
everyone involved in this year's 
Senior Week and the centennial 
commencement exercises. Any 
questions can be directed toward 
the senior class at274-3377, located 
on the third floor of Egbert Hall. 
COMMENCEMENT · 
According to the Ithaca College 
News, the centennial commence-
ment ceremony will take place on 
SouthHillField Sawrday,May 16. 
The graduation procession willfonn 
at 10:15 am. in the parking lots 
behind Hill Center, Ford Hall and 
Gannett Center. The graduating 
class will be divided up according 
to school in the procession, begin-
ning with graduate students, fol-
lowed by the schools of music, 
FREE PARKING 
for 30 Minutes in· 
Center Jthaca 
Parking Garage with 
any purchase 
Center_ Ithaca 
Use Our New 
communications, business, health 
sciences and h~an perfomian'ce 
and humaniti~ and sciences .. 
All seating for graduation is on 
a first-come, first-served basis, and 
allguestsshouldbeseatedby 10:30 
a.m. The actual ceremony is sched-
uled to begin at 11 a.m. 
Aftercommencement,diplomas 
will be distributed in the quad be-
tween the Campus Center and 
Dillingham Center. Tables will be' 
set up in the Quad for each school. 
Any diplomas that are not picked 
up Saturday will be mailed to the 
student's home address. 
Should it rain on the day of 
graduation, commencement cer-
emonies will be held in the Ben 
Light Gymnasium. The decision to 
use the "severe weather plan" will 
be made as soon as possible that 
day. Each senior should have re-
ceived two tickets, and admission 
to the entire building will be by 
ticket only. 
The ceremony will be broadcast 
on local cable television and televi-
sion sets. will be set up all over 
campus, including the Campus 
Center television lounges. 
Oscar Arias Sanchez, the former 
president of Costa Rica and Nobel 
Prize recipient. .will deliver this 
year's commencement address. 
ACCOMMODATIONS/ 
RESTAURANTS 
Students who have not made 
reservationsintown,anddon'twant 
their parents staying in a residence 
hall, may have a hard time finding 
any available rooms. The closest 
vacancies may be as far as Elmira, 
according to fonner Ithaca College 
seniors. 
The same, unfortunately, goes 
for restaurants. Local restaurants 
began talcing reservations in Janu-
ary for the weekend of graduation 
and some were completely full by 
February. Somerestaurants,suchas 
Simeons, do not take reservations, 
butmanagementsaid the wait could 
be as long as two hours for a table. 
SENIOR WEEK 
Tickets will be required to get 
maxelt 
. TAPE 
SONY. 
Sports 
Walkman 
XLII 90 8 Pack 
with Free Tape WMAF-58 $7995 
Commons Entrance $19995 Suggested.Retail 
$1999 
1>9995 Suggested Retail 
277
•
4766 
.' Remote Control 
Mon, Tue, Wed, & Sat 10-6 • Rechargeable Battery 
Th. & Fr. 10-9 Sun. 12-5 • Car Cassette Adapter ~ • Water Resistant • Solar Clock • AM/FM Radio 
into all Senior Week events, and 
can be purc;hased in the Campus 
Center Lobby through May 1, 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
_ · Tickets will not be sold 'during 
Senior Week. General tickets cost 
$15, semi-formal tickets are $10 
and cruise tickets are $8.50.Along 
with the purchase o{ Senior Week 
tickets, each senior will receive a 
free "Senior's World Tour - 1992" 
T-shirt. 
esenior week officially begins 
Saturday,May9, withaconcertand 
clambake on the Campus Center 
Quad featuring Snaggletooth and 
the Suns of Jubal. 
eToe party continues Sunday, 
May 10, in the Campus Center 
Quad, with an outdoor showing of 
"Lethal Weapon II" at 9:30 p.m. 
eMonday, May 11, featgres a 
beach party in Sydney, Australia at 
Old Port Harbour from 2-5:30 p.m. 
Thatnightiheseniorclass will travel 
to London, England for Comedy 
Night featuring John Joseph. 
eTuesday, May 12, ~egins with 
a Jamaican Caribbean Cruise on 
Lake.Cayuga, setting sail from Old 
Port Harbour at 1 p.m. Tickets for 
this event will be sold at the door. 
· Also beginning at 1 p.m. will be 
the Olympic Games in South Ko-
rea, featuring the Olympic sport of 
softball.The 92 hours party will be 
set in Rio de Janeiro Tuesday night, 
but herein Ithaca it will be at Max's 
beginning at 9 p.m. 
eWednesday,May 13, willfea-
turethelastsemi-formaloftheyear. 
It will be in the Campus Center at 9 
p.m. Tickets for this event must be 
purchased in advance. 
- esenior Week will come to a 
close with a wine tasting in the 
EmersonSuitesThursday,May 14, , 
from 2-4 p.m. The final event will 
be an evening of James Taylor, 
featuring Dave Binder. It will take 
place in the Campus Center Quad 
from 8-10 p.m. 
There will be a shuttle service 
available to all off-campus events. 
Shuttle service will leave from the 
Campus Center. 
~~ 
WINGS! .WINGS! WINGS! 
SB.95 
ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
Eve:ry Monday Night From 5-9 p.m. 
ALSO: Specials on Pitchers of Beer 
257-1122 
North Triphammer Rd. 
1 000 feet past Pyramid Ma\\ 
HOW TO AVOID 
CTICE 
-EVEN BEFORE 
YOUTAKE 
THEMCA1 
$ $ $ $ $ 
CA,SiH.FOR 
BOOKS! 
At Ronkin, you'll get the most thorough, most com-
prehensive MCAT preparation anywhere. What could 
be better malpractice insurance than that? 
RONKIN.GETIN:· 
LSAT•GMAT•GRE•MCAT•TEST PREPARATION AND APPLICATION ASSISTANCE 
. . 
RX: ·ACT NOW. CLASS SIZE LIMITED. 
Ithaca 277-0700 
(the other buyback) 
SUNDAY MAY 3 
through 
FRIDAY MAY 8· 
11 :30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
ROGAN'S CORNER 
PARKING LOT 
$ $ $ $ $ 
\ 
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A<=9-uisitio!'~ . . : . . . . . : ~tinvO\vemeiit;;;~~~- Aotomatioii : ·· · · ~ said: "11ie &St~~,;;;;,~' 
Continued fro'nrpage l · . · · · · ·, Samantha Stein, s~udent gov.em'rne~t'as- _ Continued from page 1 mate is ~ ~~g. -~~0'~ -~-:~e~::go 
where we can go'after that gap." sociation president-elect, said , ''There .is_ a increasing.available books and infonnation beyond the.catalog-to make~~ Umt you 're 
Longin describecl'. that· "gap": saying~: lotoflitemture' the students feel are lacking. materials in the library, which was Woerner's developing.all of ~e ·electroiiic_systenis that 
"We've got a good. sound base. It's really ~ybe_ special interest groups could;make top priority. Now. with added support from would allow $,bld~ts :acc_ess:~}'. a_ wired 
filling in behind the base thatwe've_got to do.. submissions 'via Student Gov~ment "- . _· administiation for increased holdings, atten-· _ network, and ~: ~ w~~~ ~blej, -'!8~ng 
We've got the classics, but what we don't· Longinalsosaid~willbeaconsider~·- tiQiihasturnedto.whaU..cinginestimatesisa moclems,toprovidef:8cilltyWl_~ ~~_oppor-
have is a lot of the classical:interpretive-. atlon. "Threeorfouryears_andwe're·outof. $6-50,000 to $800,000.computerization. ·.tunity to cmm,~Hrpm home.·.y1ttmately, 
material for philosophy, literature: anthro- · space, and we know thaL We're l~g at' ~ject.. . we hope that we:re _able to ~ce the~-
pology and so on. Obviously in art history· that·in terms· of our ·plan~irig.: ·[Gannett._ President James J. Whalen said, "We're p~s and people m-d~ •. ~~ the long run, 
and theatre arts we've gotalotof work to do." Center] is one of the faciliµes enhancements trying to do two things now. One is to provide with databases ~ -would be ~oused or 
Library Director Robert Woerner said the that we have on our listof tliings that we will ·m~ moriey for the library for acquisitions, monito~ b~ the library." .. _- . _ 
$700,000 in the •1992.:.93 acquisitions bud- n~ todo in the future," lie.said.· · · andthesecond~gistoprovideautomation Longm~~theau~ma~~munplementa-
get '.Will be seen in the form of more volumes "That facility does not lend itseif to ex- in ihe library." tion starts wt~ a coupleof_years Qf planning 
within 18 months of August. pansion," he'said. "That opens a really ti_ig :Whale1i'def~ed what automation would_ and preparation. Hesai~the.U,W-~yearisthe 
Woerner said the ordering process might question." _ . · · · · · mean for swdents/'If you· go to a really, implementation. and S8ld _we should be us-
run into delays after the initial faculty re- IC President Jam·es 'J .. Whaien offered really up-to-date library, you're. prQbably ing tile system ~-the _third year.-
quests for materials are·~bmitted in August several scenarios on the "big question."· going to be able to bang on the keys alif,tle bit Student Gov~~nt Vice ~ident of_ 
He said problems such as out-of-stocks and "We could maybe_build another floor on · and not only get some infonnatlon ~t you Academics, Katie'B~s. &µd'waiting_ is not 
out-of-prints are the major delays. causing it, if the top floor is a load-bearing floor. want about the annotated bibliography, but all bad. She said~ costs(orcomputeriza-
the volumes to come in gradually over the Maybewebuildanaiinexnexttoit,orrnaybe you're probably going to be able to call up tionhavedecreased~~dIC_hasthe_opportu-
entire school year instead of all at once. , you find other space where you might put some of that material and do a lot of the nity to learn from nnstakes made by other 
Mernbersofthestudentgovemmentasso- some of the things that are presently in. the researchtjghtthere. W~don'thavethatcapa- · instiwtions as they computerize thefrlibrar-
ciation said they would like to see more library that could be somewhere else." bility yet, but that's coming." ies. 
PREGNANCY-C-ENTER I 
------
U Center Ithaca. Suite 202 I 
INFORMATIDH AHD SUPPORT SERVICES 
CARMITA'S 
:CS2Y~p 
Formals and 
~ 
.iSemi-f onnals 
We buy and sell new and nearly-new 
women's formal wear and much more. 
Did you ooly get to 'wear that special 
dress once? Tired of your clothes? Bring 
us yours and buy some morel' 
111 West State St., Ithaca 
To: New Hall Residents, Staff_ & House Keepers 
To: Howard McCullough, Director of Dining Services 
THANK YOU! V 
For making Passover a HUGE SUCCESS! 
We couldn't have done it without your help and cooperation! 
Last Servi~e at 6 p.m. Friday in the Chapel_, and 
Shabbat Dinner at 7:15 p.m. in Terrace Dining. 
. Off-Campus · 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
CALL 1-800-698-3545 
AND YOU'LL 
AUTOMATICALLY 
BE DISCONNECTED 
Call 1-800-698-3545 
8 a.m. • 8 P;m. Weekdays and 8 a.m .• 4 p.m. Saturdays _ 
. to terminate your off-campus telephone service 
You will need your telephone number and your customer code nu b · 
Your custo~er code number is the 3 digit number after o::: t!fettprocess your order. 
If you WJSb to speak _to a representative, call l-890:40,0. Effe~v!~ini~~er. 
8.30 a.m. - 5-p.m.-:. ~onday - Friday. 
_··@.:::~·,_-·,_-:· .. 
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. - .• ... - ~ ' . 
. . 
_-NewYorl<T8tephone, 
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Itnaca>Youtli-B u·reau- ·unites "I c ~. 
studertts\vith local children ·_ 
By Avi Schaet:f~r · _. , ,.., .,... 
Bethany Nugent, '94, has a young friend to talk, cook, t · 
· shop and ice ~kate with. She is one of 2'.? IC participants in ' 
the Ithaca Youth Bureau's One_-to-One Friends program, 
which matches local children with adult volunteers. 
-JohnBaily,directorofthe J)!'Ogram, said the purpose of 
One-to-One is to create friends for children. "We want 
children to feel good about themselves and their special 
talents. We're also looking to help kids be able to have 
healthy relationships with others," he said. 
"We think that by matching a child with an adult friend, 
they can learn how to be a better friend-- how to get along 
with their peers and adults. In other words, what it takes to 
be able to get along in the world," Baily said. 
f'· ·· ..:...:/Ir:, ~,,.._. -. · - • •• · • ·, - ;'.;1· ·· ·. · r··· · · · ·1· ·, · ·d · 
·~< ~~:~~~i'.~_'.::: ·-?--~~:~; '. ::.~~~--~~y -~-~~ --·-~~ ·:·' 
·•· .. ·. · .. · ~Y Heather .Zuzick . , , · - · 
.The ACC Long ,Distance t,eleph,one service proposal, (or 
Jall 1993 was.presented to student government association 
at the April 28 congress meeting. 
According to a_ handout from the office of infonnation 
technology, the current room-by-room New York Tele-
phone service will be changed to ACC Long Distance 
carrier, which will group room phone service together with 
other IC telephone services under one plan. 
SGA IN BR. IEF The ~ew installation 
__________ charge will be $30perroom 
per year, and the monthly service charge will be $18 per 
room, which includes unlimited local calling, and proves to 
be significantly lower than the current New York Telephone 
char_ges for similar services. 
Adult volunteers engage in a variety of recreational 
activities with their young friends. Baily said crafts, cook-
ing, talking, walking aroung. town, sports, and special trips 
were some typical activities. 
Baily said that students interested in becoming volun-
teers should expect to spend about three hours a week with 
their young friend for a minimum of o~e year. 
Ithacan/ Tor Seemann 
Bethany Nugent, '94, [right] spends time at the 
Muller Chapel pond with 8-year-old Beth Rockwell 
as part of the Hhaca Youth Bureau's One-to-One 
program. 
Under the new plan, long distance service will receive a 10 
percent discount off of AT&T directly ~ialed rates._ '!'he new 
system -also includes touch tone service call wa1ung, call 
forward, and speed calling within the monthly service charge. 
Voice messaging service will also be available at a small 
additional charge. Additionally, each student will be billed 
individually for his or her own portion of long distance calls 
made. Telephone service will be available immediately upon 
arrival on campus. There wil be no waiting period for service 
installation. 
"At first I was a little bit worried because it sounded so 
strict. I was just afraid that ifl got busy that they'd kick me 
out, but it's totally the opposite," Nugent said. 
Nugent decided to become a One-to-One Friend be-
cause, "!love kids. I've always loved kids. I thought it was 
an extra benefit to be helping somebody." 
"I love [the program] because I wanted to have that 
connection with a younger person," she said. 
"We think that by matching a child 
with an adult friend, they can learn 
how to be a better friend -- how to get 
along with their peers and adults. In 
other words, what it takes to be able to 
get along in the world." 
A student may use his or her personal authorization code 
(PAC) to place a long distance call on any residence hall 
room telephone, and the charges will be billed to his or h~r 
individual account, not to the telephone that the student 1s 
calling from. Collect calls or charges for calls placed from 
other telephones cannot be made to residence hall telephone 
numbers. 
John Baily, director of 
One-to-One program Nugent said her young friend, Beth, usually under-
stands when she has a busy weekend and cannot spend 
time with.her. 
"We have quite a few college students that volunteer _in 
the program. The only problem is that we wish that 
students were here during the summer. It's kind of tough 
to have your One-to-One Friend be gone at the ti.me you 're 
out of school," Baily said. 
Baily said volunteers receive as much out of the pro-
gram as the children that they are helping. "It's a two way 
deal, ~here the volunteers get just as much pleasure and 
learning from the young people as the young people do 
from them," he said. Students interested in volunteering 
can call the Ithaca Youth Bureau at 273-8364.· 
Residence hall rooms, safety and security administrative 
and faculty offices may be called-by dialing a4 digit number. 
Off- campus students will also be able to receive ACC Long 
Distance service. Through the ACC proposal, IC will gain a 
wholly owned, completely modem telephone system, and an 
enhanced wire distribution system that will interconnect all 
campus buildings. 
In other SGA news, the Academic Policies Committee 
approved the pass/fail proposal that th~ SGA ap~roved at l~t 
week's meeting. Under the new pohcy, an F m a pass/fail 
course will count when computing a student's GP A. 
Ontlle 
Watllrlront 
Thursdays are Party Nights. 
Frida)'S and Saturdays are 
College Nights. 
Cover ·charge is just 
$2.00 - under 21 
$1.00 - 21 and over 
with a college I.D. 
Drink Specials! 
On the Waterfront 
·702-WUlow Ave 
277-0811 or 272-3389. -
Graduate with honors. 
Serve a delicious coldcut plotter from 
- . , Irving's Deli at your 
CO l D cPlattu T ,,~~Mtoi00• Graduation Porty Party er 1 3 DAYS Hom 1 
,/ Choice of coldcuts (r~I beef, corned heel. 
ham, tuikey breast, posllllm1, solomil 
. ,I Choice of cheeses (American, Swiss, 
provolone, mozzo1eUo, muenster, cheddar) 
,/ le11uce, tomato, onion, mustard, mayo, 
russion dressing, breads-and rolls 
,1 Colesiaw & potato solod s4s~ 
,1 Pl~es, napkins, uteost1s per penot, I 
·ff 272-1 RVS,41an 
r-.l'l-lr-:0i~ lrviqg's GO u deli 
H9 S. Cayuga • Ithaca, NY 
IRVING DEUVERS .,.IL 1 A.M. 
MC & VISA welcome • free delivery w/ $5 order 
L.---------~------------=--··--_,,,_ 
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·Offering Oppoft1111ity: 
.... ,·' 
Specia1-0lytl1-pk;s-at IC ·and .Cb~ell gi~e . 
athlete and volunteer sense of accomplishment 
By Jennifer Barnhart 
Barcelona is not the only place that will be 
hosting Olympic games this summer. 
cause· of the success of the Empire State 
Games and the facilities atlthaca College and 
Cornell, which make the city an ideal place to 
hold the ·games. 
then each athiete is grouped to compete with athletes and their families and many more, 
others in the same time frame, according to Weil said. 
Dave Weil, volunteer coordinator. "Every- The "buggers" and the spectators are the 
one_is a winner, there are no losers," Weil most important, according to Weil. The 
said. • "hugger" stands at the finish line. and acts as 
On June 12-13,1992, Ithaca College and 
Cornell will be tJ:ie sites of the New Yorlc 
Special Olympic Games for the second year 
in a row. 
The opening and closing festivities will be · 
held at Ithaca College, according to Green.· 
Green said the athletes will stay in the resi-
dence halls and use the dining hall facilities. 
A numberof social events have been planned, 
including an ice cream social and barbecue, 
Green said. 
The concept behind Special Olymp~cs is a "personal cheerer" for that athlete. 
to give people with mental disabilities the "The athle.tes are giving 100 percent of 
chance to develop their physical fitness skills. themselves and it means a tremendous amount 
At the same time, they experience joy sharing to have people on the side cheering them on," According to Reverend Doug Green, host chair of the Special Olympics, this is the 
largest Special Olympics event in New Yorlc 
State. Green said over 1,600 mentally re-
tarded athletes from 40 different communi-
ties in New York State will be coming to 
Ithaca to participate in the summer games. 
Cornell is where all the athletic events will 
take place, Green said. They include track 
and field, swimming, gymnastics, 
powerlif ting, volleyball, tennis, bowling and 
roller skating. 
in the excitement of the games with fellow Weil said. . .. . . 
athletes from around New York State, ac- · Green said, If you give some ttme to the 
cording to a pre~s release. . Spec~l (?lY°!f ics, you '11 have the experience 
Weil, who isinchargeofrecruitingvolun- of a lifett~e. . . 
teers on the IC campus, said they need be- People i~terested m volun~ng should 
tween 1000-1500 volunteers. Volunteer jobs contact Weil at 274-3030 to pick up a regis-
include "huggers"/athlete escorts, timers for l1:3tion ~orm. Orie_ntation and sign-up ses-
the sporting events, ushers, hospitality for s1ons will be held m late May/early June. 
Ithaca is the smallest city ever to be the 
site for the Special Olympics, Green said. 
According to Green, Ithaca was chosen be- Time trials will take placeon Friday, and 
The following incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public Information, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Campus Safety Log 
Anyone with any information re-
garding these entries is encouraged to 
contact the Office of Campus Safety. 
Unless otherwise specified, all repo.rted 
incidents remain under investigation. 
Friday, Aprll 17 -
Thursday, April 23, 1992 
Friday, April 17 
'f' A s_tudent was arrested for third de-
gree assault and referred for judicial 
action after an altercation with another 
student in Terrace 11. 
'f' Two students were referred for judi-
cial action after providing false infonna-
tion to officers regarding an accidental 
trash can fire in their Terrace 3 residence 
hall room. 
Saturday, April 18 
'f' Two students werEfreferred for judicial 
action after they and two others were 
found climbing the Terrace area water 
tow~r. 
't' Officers responded to Juniper Drive to 
assist Bangs Ambulance with a person 
reported to have been choking, 
Sunday, April 19 
'Y A student was arrested for driving 
while intoxicated and operating a vehicle 
with a blood-alcohol content higher than 
.10 percent after driving through a 
campus parking lot at a high rate of 
speed. 
'f' Three students were refe'rred for ju-
dicial action after trespassing in the New 
Science Building construction site area. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of property from the library. A stu-
dent activated a security alarm upon 
leaving the building and ran from a library 
worker once the alarm was activated. 
'f' A complaint was filed regarding un-
authorized solicitation in a campus 
parking lot An off campus bt1siness was 
responsible for placing advertisements 
on vehicle windshields. 
Monday, April 20 
'f' The Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to the Bookstore area for a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to 
be a smoke detector activated by hair 
spray. 
't' A student's wallet stolen from the 
Ford Hall practice room at about 2:30 
p:m. was later found by a custodian on 
the ground floor of the building. The 
student reported that $15 had been 
removed from the wallet. 
• A student filed a corriplaint regarding 
the theft of $48 from the student's room 
in Hood Hall. The money was taken 
from a wallet left in the unlocked and 
unattended room. 
'f' A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of a Levi jacket containing $5 
and keys. Theftoccurredwhilethe jacket 
was left unattended on the second floor 
of the library. Theft occurred at approxi-
mately 9:45 p.m. 
Tuesday, April 21 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Holmes Hall for a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to 
be a smoke detector activated by dust 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to the West Tower for a report 
of an odor of smoke. The odor was 
determined to be from the campus in-
cinerator. No fire occurred. 
'f' A staff member filed a complaint re-
garding damage that occurred to the 
staff member's vehicle while parked in 
the Physical Plant parking lot. Damage 
consisted of a cracked windshield. 
'f' A complaint was filed after a window 
pane in the first floor lounge of Terrace 
1 OB was shattered by BBs or pellets. 
't' A complaint was filed regarding 
damage that occurred to a residence 
hall window in Terrace 4B. The window 
was shattered by a rock. 
Wednesday, April 22 
't' A student filed a complaint regarding 
the receipt of harassing telephone calls 
from another student on campus. The 
matter was resolved between the par-
ties and no further action was taken. 
'Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
damage to the student's vehicle while 
parked in C-Lot. Student reported that 
someone painted the side of the vehicle 
with yellow spray paint between 4 p.m. 
April 21 and 9 p.m. April 22. 
TA student filed a complaint regarding 
damage that occurred to the student's 
vehicle after driving over an exposed 
manhole cover in the construction area 
ofO-Lot. 
'f' A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of a Panasonic VHS camcorder 
valued at $890. The theft from the third 
floor storage area of Friends Hall oc-
curred sometime between April16 and 
April 21. 
'f' A student was referred for judicial 
action alter being found in possession of 
an air pistol - a violation of college 
policy. ' 
Thursday, April 23 
'f' A student was referred for judicial 
action for harassing another student in 
a campus residence hall. 
'f' A complaint was filed regarding per-
sons selling T-shirts door-to-door in the 
East Tower residence hall. The non-
students were identified and ordered off 
campus. 
Safety Tip: 
Report ar:iy suspicious person or in-
cident immediately to the Office of 
Campus Safety at 274-3333 or use a 
blue light or emergency phone. 
Report strangers who loite~ in and 
around residence halls or attempt entry 
into residence halls. 
TODAY IS YOM HASHOAH 
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY 
Noon: 
7 - 10 p.m.: 
Free Speech Rock in front of the Campus Center 
! Meqiorial & Commemoration 
! Help us read names until 5 p.m. 
Klingenstein Lounge . 
!~M~~~lli~ _ 
! Student Film ~en.btrU,e 6,llM.~/ 
.& Discussion with Professors Dan Novak & Harvey Fireside 
ever !7Lgain! 
Sponsored by: The Interfaith Council, Hillel, Concerned Students; Faculty & Staff 
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The Student Activities Board 
(S.A.B.) is· an organization run by students, 
for students. We enrich your college experience by 
providing various informational and entertaining 
programs-year·round! · 
-SAB provided a total of 325. events throughout the 
- . 
1991-1992 school year. Some of these. events were: 
* Blockbuster films each Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
* The flrst Drive-in Movie 
* Professional comics 
* Professional entertainment every weekend 
* Speaker Sarah Weddington, a lawyer in Roe v. Wade, 
spoke to a sold out crowd of 800 students 
* DJ Dance parties . 
* Winterfest-a week of activities including: 
Century Ball- 1000 students attended a semi-formal to celebrate the Centennial year 
Super Bowl Party 
Colonel Oliver North sooke to a sold out crowd of 800 students 
Hypnotist Jam~~ Mape$ ~e~onned to a sq~~ ou~ crowd, of SQQ _ ~tµ~ents 
"James ·Taylor't-sound alike Dave Binder performed for 500 students 
Student Open Mic Night 
Bawailan Dance . 
Comic Brad Lowery performed for 400 students followed by a Student Apollo Night 
* Rocktoberfest-a day long campus-wide carnival which 2,500 
students attended 
* Raised over $12·,ooo in Wegmans rece~pts for local school 
children 
* Raised over $800 through a poster sale-donated to 
AIDSWORKS of •thaca . 
* Presented a professional dinner theatre 
* Coordinated a volunteer fair for local charitable 
organizations to recruit volunteers 
* Provided ~tudents with discounted spring break vacation 
packages and weekly bus rides- home 
* Student talent nights with prizes awarded to the 
top three winners 
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Events related to the Ithaca Col- Friday, ing Room, Campus Center, 4 p.m. p.m. 
Meeting, Conference Room, 10 
lege Centennial are shaded. Students Against Violence Against All-College Graduate Committee 
a.m. 
Mayl WomenRally, VenittTerrace/Free Meeting, North Meeting Room, Math Club Study Session, North 
Speech Block, 5:30 p.m. Campus Center, 3 p.m. Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
Thursday, Last Day of Classes Ithaca College Crew. Team Ban- Math Club Study Session, North 10 ~.m.-2:30 p.m. & 4:30-11 p.m. 
April 30 Campus Life Committee Meeting, quet, Emerson Suites, Campus Meeting Room, Campus Center, Professional Development Com-North Meeting Room, Campus Center, 6p.m. 5:30-11 p.m. mitteeMeeting, Conference Room 
Yorn Hashoah Commemoration Center, 8 a.m. Campus Center, noon ' History Department. Academic Tuesday, Personnel Services Orientation, AIDS Working Group Committee Awards Banquet, Klingenstein CampusCenterandSpecialEvents 
South Meeting Room, Campus Meeting, Conference Room, Cam- Lounge, Campus Center, 6:30 p.m. May5 ManagerTraining,DeMotteRoom 
Center, 8:30 a.m.- noon pus Center, 10 a.m. Dances for Universal Peace, Oark 
Campus Center, noon-3 p.m. ' 
Stude~t Affairs Rape Education Academic Policy Committee Sub- Lounge,CampusCenter, 7:30--9:30 Student Affairs Directors Meeting, Assistant Deans'· Meeting, South 
Committee Meeting, North Meet- committee Meeting, Conference p.m. South Meeting Room, 9 a.m. Meeting Room, Campus Center, 2 
ing Room, Campus Center, 10 a.m. Room, Campus Center, 11 am. Math Club Study Session, North p.m. 
Interfaith R~ligious Council Medi- Summer Planning Committee Sunday, Meeting Room, Campus Center, 10 Campus Center and Special Events 
talion, Chapel Sanctuary, noon Meeting, South Meeting Room, May3 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. Meeting, North Meeting Room, Campus Center, 11 a.m. Campus Center and Special Events Campus Center, 3 p.m. AMA Executive Board Meeting, 
Conference Room, Campus Center, Women'sLacrosseOfficialsMeet- Catholic Community Mass, Chapel, Manager'sTraining,DeMotteRoom, Campus Center and Special Events 
noon 
ing, DeMoueRoom, Campus Cen- 10:15 a.m., 1 p.m., 9 p.m. Campus Center, 9 a.m.-noon AV Meeting, Room 110, Campus 
ter, 11 a.m. Protestant Community Service.and Registrar's Office Meeting, De Motte Center, 6:30 p.m. Hillel Holocaust Memorial Day, 
Campus Center, noon Student Affairs Coordination Senior celebration, Chapel Sanctu- Room, Campus Center, 1 p.m. averEaters ~nonpm.OIJS Support Group Meeting, DeMotte Room, ary, 11:30 a.m. Centennial Cookbook Meeting, 
roup Meeung, hilhps Room, 
Orientation Steering Committee Campus Center, 3:15 p.m. Chapel, 7 p.m. 
Meeting, South Meeting Room, BiGALA Weekly Meeting, Muller DeMotte Room, 3 p.m. · General Campus Center, 1:15 p.m. Economics Induction Ceremony, Chapel, 6:30 p.m. Campus Center Exempt Staff meet-North Meeting Room, Campus Announcements Lutheran Bible Study Group, Con- Center, 4-6 p.m. NSSLHA Meeting, North Meeting ing, Conference Room, 3:30 p.m. 
ferenceRoom, Campus Center, 6:30 Room, Campus Center, 7 p.m. Christian Scientists Organizational Hillel Shabbat Service, Chapel The Roy H. Park School of Com-p.m. Sanctuary, 6 p.m. Syracuse Symphony Orchestra, meeting, Smiddy 110, 7 p.m. munications photography gallery 
Dayspring Meeting, North Meeting Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:30 p_m, Faculty Council Meeting, South presents Recent Work, an exhibit 
Room, Campus Center, 7 p.m. Women's Lacrosse Banquet, Cam-
·Mu Phi Epsilon Weekly Meeting, Meeting Room, Campus Center, 7:30 by Robert Kelly; from April 14 
J pus Center Lounges, 6 p.m. 
CampusCenterandSpeciaIEvents/ Terrace 12A Lounge; 9 p.m. p.m. through May 10. 
Conferences Recognition Meeting, Phi Kappa Phi Dinner and Initia- Campus Center and Special Events/ The Handwerker Gallery presents tion, Emerson Suites, Campus Monday, Coffeehouse, Campus Center, 7 p.m. Center, 6:30 p.m. Conferences, Pub, Campus Center, the Senior Student Exhibition; 
Hillel Holocaust Memorial, May4 8p.m. from Aprif 21-May 16. 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus Hillel Shabbat dinner, Terrace AGE Society Meeting, Friends 204, The Friends 110 Computer lab 
Center, 7 p.m. Dining Hall, 7:15 p.m. Finals Week 8:15-9:15 p.m. hours will be extended April 19-
International Club Meeting, South Saturday, Math Club Study Session, South May 3, Sunday-Thursday until 2 Meeting Room, Campus Center, 8 Meet.4Jg Room, Campus Center, Wednesqay, a.m., Friday until 10 p.m. 
p.m. May2 IO a.m.-5:30 p.m. May6 . Reserve Reading LI°sis for Summer Ithaca College Environmental So- Residential Life Departmental 1992 classes should be submitted 
ciety Meeting, Friends 208, 8 p.m. Landon Hall Council BBQ and by May 15, 1992 in order for the Volleyball, Volleyball Court and meetings, DeMotte Room, Cam- AdmissionsStaffMeeting, DeMotte library to process the materials and 
Percussion Ensemble, Ford Hall adjacent, noon-2 p.m. pus Center, 1 p.m. Room, Campus Center, 8:45 a.m. have them ready when classes be-
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. Psi Chi Inauguration, North Meet- Registrar's Office Meeting, Con- Campus Center and Special Events gin. ference Room, Campus Center, 2 
Can buy you a memory 
The Cayugan is selling extra photos that won·t be used in the 1992 book. 
Co~e and see if you1re in theml ~enior cruise I semi-formalsl football gdmes
1 
fashion showsl Pub eveotsl candid photos -- all sorts of eventsl Monday -
Tuesday and Wednesday in the Campus Center, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. ' 
ENIOR. Your 1992 yearbook will be mailed this fall to _ the_ permanent address on file with th~ Registrar's Office. 
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Qd8fQfhe 
grad:uating 
senior 
". · .. I wonder if you keep on learning or if 
'there is only a certain amount each man 
can understand. I thought I knew about so 
many things that I know nothing of. I wish 
there was more time ... " 
Robert Jordan, 
thinking, in 
For Whom The Bell Toll$ 
In Ernest Hemingway's classic novel, the hero Robert Jordan leaves 
the safe, comfortable confines of American academia to fight for the 
Republican cause in the Spanish Civil War. The central irony of the 
novel is that out of a steadfast resolve to reinstate Republican govern-
ment in S'pain, Jordan1 in the end, is concen:ied.not with political 
causes but with the cause for humankind. 
. If there is one thing we have to learn, and the graduating senior 
should have learned by now, it is that we must not stop learning. 
Ironically, in saying he "know(s) nothing," Jordan reveals that there is 
always more to learn, even when, for him, there is, by the end of the 
novel, far less to learn than there is for the graduating senior. 
In stepping out in~ the hostile world, away from the sanctum of 
college life, the graduating senior must not be afraid: he or she can 
grab a cause and then, realizing its insignificance, seek another and 
another, until at last, like Jordan, he or she finds true cause in human-
kind and seeks to build (and pass on) a truly human society -- one that 
does not stamp out life, or even the potential for it, and one that does 
not decide the fate of a human being's mind and body. 
Then, someday long from·now, having narrowed the g~p as much as 
possible between what we nave learned and what we·will never 
understand, we must strive somehow to keep proving this education --
to another generation, possibly, but, more importantly to ourselves. 
_ So, after the last final exam is handed over, after the celebratory 
champagne and cake are swallowed, after four years of congratulations 
are unrolled on one sparkling white sheet of paper called a diploma, 
the graduating seniors will realize that there is no more time at Ithaca 
College. But the bell does not toll for that loss; it tolls to indicate the 
life and learning ahead. 
JayTokasz 
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The ·bureaucratic joke at IC 
To-the.editor: my name will not even be called, not be handed out until after the 
I recently received a packet of nor will any other graduating ceremony. We all get to stand in 
junk from the sch~l. another pile senior's name be called, ·except for line and wait, then walk, then wait 
of pages in a long line of bull about the student speakers. some more and then walk again, 
the graduatiqn ceremony that I and Even worse, included with the and we don't even get anything at 
other graduating ·seniors will be packetofinfofll)ation,inThelthaca the end of this line. 
participating iri. · College News, there is a picture J.J. made it very clear in his 
In the packet was a letter from showing us what it wiJI be like to letter that the administration will 
J .J. The letter spoke about all of the receive our diplomas. The picture deal harshly "with those who choose 
pomp around the Centennial Class shows a student standing at a table not to honor this tradition." He is 
commencement. He also wrote to full of file boxes waiting for a di- worried that someone might cause 
me about :"our commitment to plomaasthoughhewerewaitingto peopletobeembarrassedaboutour 
provide a ceremony in which all get his meal card validated. Other graduation ceremonies. I think I am 
may participate with pride," and institutions envy this? Perhaps be- already embarrassed because, ap-
told me about how Ithaca College cause other institutions can't get parently, I am required to take this 
hasacommencementceremonythat away with the crap that IC gives us. joke seriously. 
is the envy of other institutions I could go on about the bureau- Institutional narcissism has run 
(forgetting of course, that the col- cratic mess that we've all had to crazy at this school, as the adminis-
lege is here for the students, not for deal with year after year, but what tration is convinced not only that 
the envy of other schools). I wonder good would it do to tell all that to their own flatulence smells better 
why he did not mention how good students?Wealreadyknowallabout than roses, but that we should treat 
farts smell at Ithaca College. it. their farts with respect. 
I'm afraid that while I will be The worst thing is that our com- Christopher P. Conomy 
proud to graduate from Ithaca Col- mencement ceremony will be a English '92 
lege, thecommencementceremony punchline in a big bureaucratic joke 
is a big fat joke. In the first place, on all of us, since the diplomas will 
Lonestar letter contained inaccuracies 
To the editor: 
Last week's letter from Rohen 
Quinn of the Ithaca Lonestars con-
tained some inaccurate information 
relative to the College's iJ}volve-
ment in an incident that occurred at 
ButtermilkFallsState Park on April 
18. 1 would appreciate having an 
opportunity to clarify matters. 
An Ithaca College patrol officer 
resp0nded to a .call for assistance 
from the park police after it was 
determined that personnel from the 
Tompkins County sheriff's office 
were not available at that time. The 
park officer sought to cancel the 
rugby game because of the poor 
condition of the field. It was ex-
tremelywetand there wereconcems 
about the condition it would be left 
in if a rugby match were played at 
the time. The park officers have had 
conversations with representatives 
of the Lonestars about using the 
. field when it is wet, and on this 
particular day the park police had 
detennined it was not in the park's 
best interests to allow the game to 
talce place. 
In addition, according to the 
report which was filed following 
the incident. the park was officially 
closed on the day in question. The 
College's patrol officer was not 
responsible for making this deci-
sion. He was present only at the 
requestoftheparkpolice, whoasked 
for assistance because of the num-
ber of individuals who had already 
gathered at the field, and because 
sheriff's personnel were not avail-
able at that time to assist. 
I also want to respond to Mr. 
Quinn's statement that the College 
will never recognize the Lonestars. 
At this time, the group is not rec-
. ognized and there have been con-
versations with ilfdividuals to ex-
plain the reasons for the College's 
position. 
President Whalen has spoken 
with several members of the group 
on various occasions about their 
interest in obtaini"ng recognition; 
however, there are a number of 
legitimate concerns which have 
dissuaded the College from recog-
nizing rugby as a club sport at this 
time. 
Margaret T. Ball 
Vice president/ 
College Counsel 
Thanks from organizers of special blood drive 
Friends note sense of community at bloo4 drive 
To the editor: 
We \\'..OUld just like to take this 
opportunity to thank everyone who 
participated, donated and worked 
at Friday's blooo drive to help our 
friend and fellow student, Melanie 
Benenson, who needs a bone mar-
row transplant These people in-
clude Nancy Anderson from the 
New England Bone Marrow Reg-
istry, Mike Cvijanovich, the lab 
technician who drew the blood 
samples, and all of the students and 
faculty and frienp.s. 
It was touching to see everyone 
who came out to be tested. What 
was even more amazing was that so 
many people paid $60 for theirown 
tests. At the end of the day, $4,000 
was raised, and 77 people, includ-
ing some physical therapy faculty, 
were tested. Unfortunately, about 
25 people had to be turned away, 
because we ran out of funds to do 
more tests. 
As juniors at IC, we have never 
seen such a strong sense of commu-
nity and togetherness among stu-
dents who went out of their way to 
help a fellow student Participants 
in the drive waited patiently in line. 
They even got a chance to meet 
Melanie, because she too was at the 
drive, smiling and talking to ev-
friends who were tired of simply 
sitting around praying for a miracle 
and instead took action. That small 
group raised $4,000, almost half of 
which was donated on the day of 
the drive. 
Thanks again to all for making 
Friday such a huge success. Even if 
those who were tested do not match 
Melanie, they may be able to help 
someone else in the country with 
· the same condition. 
Janet Newsholme 
Marketing '93 
eryone. Kerry McAulitTe 
We were just one small group of Physical Therapy '93 
Student with blood disorder thanks those who tested 
To the editor: you to all who wanted to donate but gave money for testing. Even the 
OnFriday April24,asuccessful were turned away because of lack American Pie got into the act ,by 
bone marrow drive was held in the of money. organizing a softball tournament to 
Terrace Dining Hall. More lhan 70 If anyone does turn out to be a . raisemoney.JackOblak,Margaret 
peopledonatedblood. Thesepeople match for me or someone else Michael and Marina Marion were 
will now become part of an needing a bone marrow transplant, also a big help in making the drive 
American Registry, which is I hope you decide to give of your- succe~ul. 
searched whenever a donc;,r is self. It's the greatest gift you can Last, but certainly not least, I 
needed. I am currently searching . give someone. It's a gift of life. havetothankmyfriendswhohelped 
the registry for a donor for myself. I have others to thank also. The run it on Friday, and two special 
Students and professors who physical therapy staff and students friends who organi7.ed and ran the 
signed up deserve a big thank you were.very generous with both their drive - Kerry McAuliffe and Janet 
for their time, panicipation and tiineandmoney. Thesignlanguage Newsholme.- What you did was 
monetarydooatioos. Unfortunately, clubandAmnestylntemationalalso wonderful and I'll never forget iL 
. we did not have enough money to donated money, Student Govern- Thank you. 
. test everyone who wished to be ment sponsored the drive and the 
involved. I would like to say thank Residence· Hall ·Association· also ·. 
Melanie BeneDSOD 
Pllysical Therapy 
April 30, 1992 
lOARTS/ENTltRffAINM·ENT 
Concert season. en,ds with .the Blues 
Ithacan/Tor Seemann 
Blues Travelels lead singer, John Popper enhanced the performance with his harmonica playing 
during the Bi,rea1_..1 of Concerts annual spring concert Sunday, April 24. 
By Candice Bingham that helped enable the group to 
A single black light shines on become as well known as it is. 
the stage in the Ben Light Gymna- In their first-ever press confer -
sium. A crowd of IC students ap- ence, which preceded the show, 
plauds wildly, screaming and the members of the group noted 
whistling to welcome the group. their live performances as their 
Fuscia hues illu-
1 
I greatest strength 
minatetherestof REVIEW and even went as 
thestageasBlues L------------ far as to say that 
Travelermakesitscharacteristically they stake their reputation on it. 
casual entrance onto the stage. These performances often in-
This four-man band out of New elude the impressive impromtu 
York, featuring lead guitarist Chan scatting of John Popper. This, 
Kinchla, bassist Bobby Sheehan, however, was unfortunately absent 
drummer Brandon Hill and vocal- from Sunday's show. 
ist-harmonica player John Popper Also absent were the well-
were the performers at the annual known hits from their second 
spring concert sponsored by the album,TravelersandTheives, "All 
Bureau of Concerts (BOC). in the Groove" and "Mountain 
The concert, open to all IC stu- Cry." 
dents, was held Sunday, April 26, The crowd (minus those who · 
at 8 p.m. only stayed long enough to hear 
The concert initially had the feel the song "But Anyway") main-
. of a basketball game, as many stu- tained a high level of energy, and 
dents sat perched on the gymnasium even added to the show ,figuritively 
bleachers, but soon established a and for K.inchla literally, when an 
more concert-like air as more and unidentified female threw her bra 
more students began to crowd in on stage. Kinchla, anything but 
front of the stage. ruffled, used the lingerie to deco-
For all those who know and en- rate the neck of his guitar. 
joy the distinct blues and folk influ- Even though it lacked some of 
enced rock-n-roll of the group, the most popular tunes one would 
Popper and his frequent harmonica expect, the concert did include fa-
improvisations were welcome and miliar songs from both albums, as 
expected. He, as usual, used his well as some new and unknown 
harmonica with the grace·and skill See "Blues Traveler," page 14 
Making movies: Second annual film f es ti val showcases student work 
By Kevin Lewis Bryan Horch. The film features a 
and Milissa Leavy variety of dancers, including a group 
It's spring again and as most of children and two dancers from 
students emerge from the wintry · the film Paris is Burning. "The 
gloomofdormroomsandacademic song isjarnmin' and the crew was 
buildings, cinema maj..ors spend slammin' tothemusic,"Rheinsaid. 
their days in dark editing rooms Cracks in the Ceiling, a music 
finishing their final films, readying video by senior Fred Foquet, goes 
them for the Second Annual Ithaca through the process of dealing with 
College Film Festival. a dying friend. "It is serious, yet 
The film festival was called a fun," Fouquet said. 
film screening until last year when Foquetsaidsomeofthefuntook 
the sheer number of films -became place on the film shoot. "In filming,_ 
too large to show at one time. The the assistant directorof the film fell 
festival includes three senior film into an oil pit about five or six feet 
screenings, a fiction film screen- deep, because we were filming at 
ing, a non-fiction film screening the Ithaca Gun Factory where there 
and an awards ceremony. are oil pits. We now call the assis-
For senior film majors, their fi- tant director Slick because he was 
nal film is the culmination of four covered in oil," he said. 
years of training. How they apply Keith Shea, also a senior, takes 
theirstudy--whethertheychoose to his place in the senior films with his 
do a music video, humorous film, production, Procrastination. Pro-
or a more serious piece--is entirely crastination was done last year for 
up to them. fiction film production, Shea said. 
Senior Marlene Rhein shot a The film is about a college stu-
music video for a Queen Latifah dentwho"blowsoff'alotofthings 
song. Evidently the rapper saw the to watch television, play video Photo courtesy of Nisma Zaman 
video and spoke to Rhein about it games and goof off. The student Marlene Rhein '92 (right) choreographs Kesha Atterberry In front of Grant's Tomb In New York City. 
backstage after Latifah' s recent wants an extension on a paper worth show up they were set back at least Along with the film screenings ~ade up of 14 cells. Throughout 
Cornell concert. halfofhisgrade.Asheattemptsto a half-hour. istheannualawardsceremony.The the film the woman runs, jumps, 
'"When I spoke to her she said write the paper he finds his room "Through all of the problems, it best senior film proposal by a jun- and falls for a total of 430 cells of 
she thought the video was 'dope' coming alive, keeping him from did pay off. They were all honest iorwinsthe$2-,500PendltonGranL foreground action that is 40 feet 
and she said she'd give me a call in doing his paper. mistakes anyway," Shea said. Filrnstock is awarded to the best long--each cell containing hand-
the future," Rhein said. "We had a few interesting things A highpoint of this particular documentary film proposal and the drawn ink illustration as well as the 
Rheinshotthefilm,.lfYouDon't thathappenedtouswhilefilming," film is an appearance by Arthur best experime~tal animation pro- _ photocopy. Melchoirre used back-
Know ... , after the eponymously Shea said. The main problem was Lithgow. Lithgow used to teach at posal. litNerdscandiesforthebackground. 
titled song, in various New York getting everything to run on time. Ithaca College and is the father of The winner of last semester's "They don't look like Nerds in the 
City clubs such as the Limelight, The cast and crew were set back at actor John Lithgow. _ experimental animation, Steve final film," he said. 
the Big City Diner and Grant's various times for different reasons. Seniors are not the only ones Melchoirre, will show his filmTime The film festival starts Friday, 
Tomb, with the exteriors shot in They even blew fuses in Park be- taking pan in the festival. The fie- Pieces. 'The film is about a woman May 1 at 7 p.m. with the N~n-
Ithaca. cause of all of the equipmenL lion film class is comprised mostly walking on a line graph while im- Fiction Screening. The first Semo 
.. It's about interracial unity and For one shoot, the cast showed of juniors. These works also en- ages from her ~fe appear behind Film Screening talces place Satur-
positivity through hip-hop danc- up an hour and a half late, because compass a wide variety of topics, _ h_~. "~elc~i~ sai~;''It•sa~o~n~_ day. May 2 at I p:m. The Fictio 
ing," Rhein said. of a prior engagement · to a cast -some fairly obscure. tain climbmg allegory~" _ -.- . _- . .- _. ·-film Screening starts at 8 p.m. tha 
, Rhein was on crutches with a party for a play on campus. Also, "I have·aJbtoftroubleexplain- A.lot of.wQrt .. g~ in.~ .eactJ.. _.~vening. These:cond.SeniorScreen 
sprained. ankle when she c~~ onelastproblemwashavingnoone ing it,".~ior Beri Posnac~ 5?id, _frameofani~oil;Every~of·: ingisSunday,-May_3_at~p.m.wi 
graphed and f$}ed the dance seg- - show up to open the union arcade -trying- to ~~beJhe pl~-.~f! ~ . -~e ~oman,~_ ~~ r~ ;,,:asJ>l_1019- ::_: the Aw~Q)renujl)yfollowing a 
.-_.ments~fherffi.onSbe~vesm1;1~b v:heµ ~ only had three ho~-:~- fdm.~k~hoesth~senbments .cop1eoandlhqn!J!O~ted.9PJ1_c_leai .· 6:30, and the filial Senior screen 
_ .er.edit to~.Jier- -.cinematographer, .. shooL When-someone f'mally .did - of-many.other fi~ ma.JOr_s. _ ~~11. Each srefHl(e woman Wees is ing at 7 p.m:tiiaiday. · · 
• " - ,_ ,..,.. .. ,_...,, ..._, .i._ ,,, • ~'"•-- •Co•--.,,,._.,::."',,. ·1-,•~ "'•'~"..-""••-t..~l,N·•""~ ,• ., •"·'~•e-•.._,_-."':'~"'°J.".•\A 
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Celebrating IC alumni, past and future 
' Concert to .commemorate 
centennial Commencement 
By KellyM. Rohrer 
To help pay tribute to the cen-
tennial-year graduates, the School 
of Music has developed a unique 
celebration of sound to com-
memorate Ithaca College's 1992 
CommencemenL 
· The 25th annual Commence-
ment Eve Concert, "As Dreams 
Unfold .. :," will feature the Ithaca 
College Wind Ensemble, Choir, 
String Orchestra, Jazz Workshop 
and Marimba Ragtime Band, as 
well as vocal and instrumental so-
loists. 
According to Dana Wilson, 
concert director and School of 
Music professor, the whole reason 
for the concert is to celebrate the 
commencement and, since it is the 
centennial year, there is even more 
reason for the School of Music to 
contribute its talent to such an event. 
"The prime root [of the college] 
is the Music School, meaning that it 
was here first, and we're tapping 
into that tradition," Wilson said. 
In · order to emphasize the 
College's 100th anniversary, Wil-
son has created a concert with a 
unique "centennial twisL" 
. This is Wilson's fifth consecu-
tive year as the director of the Com-
mencement Eve Concert. He will 
use the "surround sound" format 
that has proved successful in past 
endeavors. This places ensembles 
and soloists in various locations 
around the Ben Light Gymnasium, 
including each of the comers and 
the center. 
According to Wilson, when one 
ensemble finishes playing, another 
begins, creating a continuous per-
formance. Wilson, a professor of 
-composition, also wrote connect-
ing music in order to creatively link 
the many diverse pieces being-per-
formed. 
"That allows us to move from 
one piece to another and it also 
allows us to play a lot more music 
in 50 minutes," Wilson said. "It 
also creates an incredible energy 
since the audience doesn't have a 
chance to clap until the end." 
Student and faculty performers 
will demonstrate a variety of 
musical styles from the works of 
such composers as Pyotr Ilich 
Tchaikovsky, John Addison and 
Leonard Bernstein. According to 
Wilson, the literature to be per-
form~d was chosen through a 
collaboratory process ~ong the 
directors of the different ensembles 
as well as with Arthur Ostrander, 
dean of the School of Music. 
According to Wilson, the pieces 
were initially chosen based on three 
main criteria--"to show off the 
ensemble[s]," and if they were re-
lated to the centennial and to the 
theme of"As Dreams Unfold ... " 
The program will also include 
one movement, "Remembering" 
from Wilson's award-winning 
compositionPeaceofMind, which 
"does fit the dream quality of the 
theme, but is otherwise a fairly loose 
connection." 
"Ithaca Forever," written by the 
late Philip Lang, IC class of '33 and 
lyricist Alicia Carpenter, will also 
be performed. Lang, a graduate of 
the School of Music, orchestrated 
such Broadway musicals as Hello 
Dolly, Mame, 42nd Street and 
Annie. The piece was completed in 
1984 and first played by the 
College's Faculty Brass Quintet at 
that year's freshman convocation. 
According to Wilson, "Ithaca 
Forever" is not the official alma 
mater, but it has become a tradition 
fortheconcerL "Thissonghasbeen 
performed for a few years now and 
it's become sort of the colJege song 
for the commencement ceremony," 
Wilson said. 
Two guest performers, award-
winning conductor Frank Battisti. 
'53, M.S. '64, and Gail Williams 
'73, the associate principal horn of 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
will accompany the IC ensembles 
in celebrating Ithaca College's long 
and respected musical past. 
"What could be nicer than for 
them to come back and make music 
with us [the School of Music]?" 
Wilson said. 
In addition to accompanying IC 
students in performing for the 
commencement eve concert, both 
Battisti and Williams will be 
awarded honorary degrees from 
Ithaca College at Commencement 
on Sunday, May 16. 
The concert "is a very enjoyable 
evening," Wilson said. "It is some-
thing [students] would be very proud 
to show off to their parents." Wil-
son said. "It's a program of a very 
high quality, interest and fun." 
The performance is to be held 
Friday, May 15 at 8:30 p.m. It is 
free and open to the public. 
Reunion '92 to feature 
alumni fun on campus 
By Liz Gartner _ than 60 different events. 
Golftournaments;winetoursand For instance; the theater pro-
luncheon cruises comprise just a duction,.Ser/ing' s World, is being 
few of the events scheduled for organized by Peter Klinge, chair-
Reunion '92. manofthecinemaandphotography 
In keeping with the centennial department and author of the play. 
celebrations this year, the Office of The organization of the golf and 
Alumni Relations isplanninga four- tennis tournaments is being done in 
day reunion that will celebrate IC's cooperation with the Office of 
pastandserveasachanceforalumni Sports Information and the staff 
to get together and reminisce. from Ceracche. 
Nearly a year has gone into the In addition, the Centennial Re-
planning of Reunion '92, accord- union Ball is being planned by the 
ing to Steve Kimmons, director of same committee that organized the 
alumni relations. New Year's Eve Centennial Ball. 
"People have be·en 
waiting fo this event .. .ln 
some cases, they wanted 
to wait for the centen-
nial reunion instead of 
attending other ones." 
--Kelly Lynch, 
assistant director for campus 
alumni activities 
"There has been a sort of height-
ened sensitivity about this particu-
lar reunion because it is the cen-
tennial [reunion]," Kimmons said. 
"So, as soon as Reunion '91 was 
over [last spring], planning for '92 
began." 
Both Kimmons and Kelly Lynch, 
assistantdirectorforcampusalumni 
activities, are overseeing the 
preparations for this four-day phe-
nomenon. According to Lynch, 
however, other individuals are 
pitching in to help with the more. 
According to Lynch, the Cen-
tennial Reunion Ball, scheduled to 
be held on Saturday night, should 
attract a large number of alumni. 
"Whenever there is a black tie 
(optional) event, there's bound to 
be a lot of interest," Kimmons said. 
The ball will feature some of 
IC's best-known musicalities in-
cluding the New York Voices with 
four IC alumni, the Steve Brown 
('64)CentenniaIBigBandandWalt 
Amey ('75) and the Hep Cats. 
"For virtually every event, we 
have a contact person," Kimmons 
said. "We are there [for them] in an 
advisory capacity only." 
Other Reunion '92 highlights 
include the Affinity Group recep-
tions, the Second Century Sympo-
sium Series IV and the all-college 
picnic. 
According to Kimmons, the idea 
for the Affinity Group receptions 
was developed specifically for the 
See "Concert," page 14 
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Beastie's new release defines·rap'ri'foll 
By Aaron Williams 
"You'vegottafightforyourright 
to party." This chorus from the 
Beas tie Boys first big single, "Fight 
For Your Right." could very aptly 
describe their music. 
Since its 1986 debut album, Li-
censed to Ill thetrioofMCA,Mike 
D and Adrock has continually 
cranked out a style of music that is 
indescribable .. The whiny vocals, 
mixed with obnoxious samples and 
beats, have made them one of the 
premierrapartists today. Themuch-
an ticipated follow-up to Paul's 
Boutique, proves why they are one 
of the best. 
Like their past two releases, 
Check Your Head comes at you 
withanunpredictablemixofsongs. 
A hardcore jam will be cut sud-
denly with a mellow bridge, only to 
be cut again with a country and 
western song. Unlike Boutique and 
Ill however, drum machines and 
sampling are replaced by the trio 
actually playing instruments. 
Check your Head cannot be de-
scribed as rap, nor can it be com-
pared with rock or heavy metal. In 
fact, this album cannot be described 
as any genre of music. However, it 
is definitely not mainstream. You 
won't find another "Fight for Your 
Right" or "Hey Ladies" here. In 
fact, there are few, if any tracks that 
could even be considered suitable 
to be played on the radio. 
The fast track, "Jimmy James," 
is a smooth-sounding, fast-paced 
groove that really sets the tempo of 
this album, with quick cuts and 
sampling. 
Lyrically, the Beastie Boys re-
semble theoldschoolrappers. "Pass 
REVIEW 
the Mic," the _first single, sounds 
like it should be from the early 
·sos. Hard drum beats and bass 
provide a backdrop for all three 
rappers to brag about themselves, 
LL Cool J style. "The name is D 
y'alVand I don't play/And I rock a 
house party •till your hair turns 
grey/So what'cha sayin?/I explode 
on sight/And like Jimmie Walker 
I'm dynamite," sings Mike D. 
Classic rap is not the only draw 
to this album. "Gratitude" and 
•'Time For Li vin"' prove that they 
can thrash too. 
The whiny vocals, 
mixed with obnoxious 
samples and beats, have 
made them one of the 
premier rap artists 
today. 
"Time For Livin"' especially, 
will c·ause many injuries in mosh 
pits across the country, as it com-
bines MCA screaming under an 
obnoxiously loud guitar and feed-
back.Unfortunately ( or fortunately, 
depending on your tolerance for 
thrash music), it is less than two 
minutes long. 
"Something's Gotta Give," a 
meJlow, pseudo-psychedelic 
groove that belongs in Freedom 
Rock, follows ''Time for Livin'." 
They are two songs that are total 
opposites of each other, but 
strangely fit together. 
One new aspect of their music is 
the use of feedback and unclear 
music.A lot of static on many tracks 
gives this album a grungy and dirty 
sound to it. It seems·that,they re-
corded this at overloaded levels 
intentionally to give it a basement' 
sound. 
··so What'cha Want." is prob-
ably the best example of this base-
ment sound. Hardbeatsrelentlessly -
pounding behind the vocals are dis-
torted and sound similar to the Pub-
lic Enemy jam, ··Black St~l in the 
Hour of Chaos." 
Perl,laps the only setback on this 
alblHil is the special guest appear-
ance by Biz Markie. He reinforces 
why he is one of the worst rappers 
in the field. His slurring, incoher-
ent speech is not needed. 
Fortunately, he is only on one 
track, "The Biz vs. the Nuge," and 
easily passed by one press of the 
skip button (if you have a CD 
player). 
Similes are an important part of 
the Beas tie Boys routine. From "Got 
more rhymes than Phyllis Diller" 
on Ill and "Got more hits than 
Sadaharu Oh" from Paul's Bou-
tique, Check Your Head brings us 
"Got more spice than the Frugal 
Gourmet" and "Got more flavor 
than Fruit Stripe gum." 
Check Your Head would not be 
a real Beastie Boys album without 
unique sampling. Cuts from Bob · 
Dylan, Bob Marley and the '70s 
sitcom .. Good Times" give tl_le al-
bum comic relief. 
Perhaps the funniest track of 
Check Your /lead is "Blue Nun," 
where a tape of an old wine com-
mercial is intermixed with- the 
sounds ofa house party. It is hard to 
tell where they find these record-
ings, but it's a safe bet that MCA 's 
basement is as full of records as De 
La Soul's. 
While some tracks are hard, 
meant for those thrash types who 
crank loud music out their trucks 
downiown, others are quiet, mel-
low and even soothing. 
··Groove Holmes," ••Lighten Up" 
and "Namaste" sound jazzy and 
smooth. "Groove Holmes," an in-
strumental,. provides a unique 
bridge between tracks. The Beastie 
Boys are helped out on the key-
boards and organ by Mark Ramos 
Nishita. "Mark On the Bus" even 
incorporates a blues theme. With 
20 cuts on this album, almost every 
type of music is available. 
A lot of this album has more of a 
·10s· funk to it. Every track is laden 
underneath with a 70s kind of feel 
to it that just makes you want to 
grab a leisure suit and gold chain, 
and go out and disco. 
Even though the Beastie Boys 
are considered a ••party band," and 
were not taken too seriously when 
they first appeared, Check Your 
Head proves that they have ma-
tured. 
The Beastie Boys have proved 
that they can party hard, and do so 
with intelligence and diversity. 
lp·{·\~?t.~L It's time to plan your Summer Advertisirig in 
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This is the fn:st year the Ithacan h~s _offered this Summer "traffic-building" opportunity to our 
advertisers. Thousands of v1s1tors to our campus and community will be reading 
The Summer Ithacan to decide where to go and what to do. 
Make sure they visit your business with an ad in our summer issues. 
As an Introductory Special, we've lowered our rates to make The Summer Ithacan 
the best possible value. Don't pass up this chance to reach 
thousands of prospective customers for the lowest prices of the year. 
Just who will be reading The Summer Ithacan? 
-Over 2,500 incoming freshman and their parents during seven orientation sessions. 
-Over 2,000 alumni and their families during the Centennial Alumni Reunion. 
-Over 2,500 participants and family members attending the Special Olympics. 
-Thousands of students and adults attending classes, conferences and other functions on 
campus. 
. . 
For more information or to place.your adyertise~;~n(,/ca·11· 274·-3208. 
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Movi"e-_Listings-for April 30-May 6 
STATE_THcATRE 
phone 273-2781 
Spljt SecOnd~ qaily at 7:30, 9:30; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 1 :30, 7:30, 
9~0 ~ 
The Babe-- Daily at 7:15 
My Cousin Vinnie-- Daily at 9:30 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 2n-s11s 
Angels Fear to Tread-- Daily at 
7:15, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 
2:15, 4:30 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID 
MALL 
phone 257-2700 
Beethoven-- Daily at 4:15; Sat. & 
Sun. at 1 :50, 4:15 
White Sands-- Daily, Sat. & Sun. at 
7:20, 9:55 
White Men Can't Jump-- Daily at 
4:20, 7, 9:40; Sat. & Sun. at 1 :20, 
4:20, 7, 9:40 
Passed Away-- Daily at 4:40, 7:10; 
Sat. & Sun. at 2, 4:40, 7:10 
Wayne's World-- Daily, Sat. & Sun. 
at9:45 
Folks-- Daily at 4:10, 7:30, 9:50; 
Sat. & Sun. at 1 :30, 4:10, 7:30, 9:50 
Turtle Beach-- Daily at 4:30, 7:50, 
1 O; Sat. & Sun. at 1 :40, 4:30, 7:50, 
10 
City of Joy-- Daily at 3:45, 6:30, 
9:20; Sat. & Sun. at 1, 3:45, 6:30, 
9:20 
Basic Instinct-- Daily at 6:45, 9:30; 
Sat. & Sun. at 1 :10, 6:45, 9:30 
The Year of the Comet-- Daily, 
Sat. & Sun. at 4 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
Fried Green Tomatoes-- Daily at 7 
Shadows and Fog-- Daily at 9:30 
Mississippi Masala-- Daily at 9:40 
American Dream-- Daily at 7:15 
Kafka-- Daily at 7:15, 9:30; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 2:15, 4:30 
CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 255-3522 
The Hand That Rocks the Cradle--
Fri. at Uris, 9:30; Sat. at Uris, 
midnight:T ues. & Wed. at WSH, 1 o 
Beauty and the Beast-- Fri. & Sat. 
at Uris, 7:30; Sun. at WSH, 4:30 
Total Recall-- Fri. at Uris, midnight; 
Sat. at Uris, 9:30; Mon. at WSH, 10 
Prospero's Books-- Fri. at WSH, 
9:40; Sat. at WSH, 10 
Life on a String-- Sat. at WSH, 
7:15; Tues. at WSH, 7: 15 
Pictures From a Revolution-- Fri. 
atWSH, 7:30 
Dead Ringers-- Wed. at WSH, 7:20 
Play It Again, Sam-- Mon. at WSH, 
7:35 
Moving Pictures-- Sun. at Johnson 
Museum, 2 (free) 
SAB WEEKEND 
MOVIES 
phone 274-3383 
SAB movies will resume next 
semster. Starting date to be 
announced. 
ADVERTISING 
SPEC-IAL TIES 
CUSTOM PRINTED WITH YOUR MESSAGE 
Where can you find ... 
MUGS• CALENDARS• HATS 
BUTTONS • BADGES • PENS 
PENCILS • BALLOONS • GLASSES 
T-SHIRTS• CAPS• TOTE BAGS 
DECALS ... 
and a whole lot more! 
Call us for that hard-to-find item to carry 
your sales message. Ask for catalog! 
.CALL 273-6667 
· Some of us will graduate too .... 
30% Off Most Big Animals 
~N~M~L 
~W~~~~ Ot~S 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd. • Collegetown 
273-4857 • We Deliver 
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'B3be-' strikes out 
John Goodman portrays a lost hero 
By Eric Griffith 
After a series of interesting 
cameos (Arachnaphobia, Barton 
Fink) and one dismal starring role, 
actor John Goodman has finally 
found the part of a lifetime in Arthur 
Hiller's The Babe. 
Too bad it's our lifetime. 
From the inane opening depict-
ing Yankee Stadium in aerial shots 
from 1991 to the muddled closing, 
this look at the life of George 
Hennan Ruth is an attempt to show 
a mix of doting father and loving 
husband who doubles as an "in-
corrigible" heavy-drinking, money-
tossing party animal who just hap-
pened to be one of the greatest 
baseball players who ever lived. 
Goodman, hardly recognizable 
under make-up by Kevin Haney 
except for his girth (of which he 
gained extra pounds for the part), is 
obviously having a go_od time 
playing thef un-loving, tortured soul 
that writer/producer John Fusco 
wants the Babe to be. He does the 
part justice, for he is larger than life, 
as is the legend of the man who hit 
over 700 home runs in his career. 
Yet he is surrounded by charac-
ters of such vapidity as J um pin' Joe 
Dugan (Bruce Boxlietner), a team-
mate of the Babe's during his early 
· days in Boston, then later with the 
Yankees. Joe jumps to whatever 
team is paying the most for his 
skills, and is played with all the 
cardboard emotion that Boxlietner 
can muster--which isn't inuch. 
His is the most useless character 
in this spectacle, a friend who is 
only in the background and doesn't 
Movie 
Review 
The Babe 
The Ithacan rates movies on a scale 
from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best 
seem to be of much help during the 
climactic scenes as Ruth struggles 
during his last days with the Yanks. 
In an attempt to stay true to 
history, the film portrays both of 
Ruth's marriages--the first to the 
shy Helen (Trini Alvarado), a 
former waitress he woos by pur-
chasing the farm that she always 
wanted, and later with lhe purchase 
of a daughter she always wanted. 
Both of these work for a while, but 
one of the film's lessons is that 
money can't buy love and happi-
ness, only a good time. 
So, instead of buying a good 
time, which is much easier, Ruth 
marries one, in the form of former 
Zeigfield Follies girl Clare, played 
by Kelly McGillis, who hasn't had 
a decent role since 1984 's Witness 
with Harrison Ford. 
She continues that streak here, 
going from smoking show girl to 
nagging wife all in the course of the 
second it takes to show the Babe's 
marriage. Supposedly, without her 
suggestion, he might never have 
cared that the people making the 
Baby Ruth candy bar were using 
his name, not to mention become a 
spokesman forunderwearatMacy 's 
for substantially higher than he was 
Welcome to Family Fun 
GOLF DRIVING RANGE 
(Brightly Lighted) 
Botting Cages & Miniature Golf 
322 Elmira Rd. Open IO a.m.-11 p.m. Sx/wk 
Fri. & Sat. 'til midnight Ithaca 
. : ~ __ ·-,'-; SAM'S WINE & SPIRITS . : ~ J ... ~,.; 
:. · 0 en Mon -Wed until 9 m - :."· 
• Foreigf & Domestic Wine Varieties 
• Specials on cases of wine 
• Low prices on a variety of liquors ,,: 
J1r1t,,, ... ,,, ........... -""' ...... 
THE BEST 
126 S. Cayuga St. "next to The Ritz" 272-4784 
~c----..JO ____ __, 
iASurplus VehicJe Sale._ 
Ithaca Colle2:e's used vehicles are on sale!! 
Vehicles and records available for inspection 
Monday - Friday 8~0 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Vehicles at the Ithaca Colleg_e Physical Plant parking lot 
located off Coadington Road 
Service records and bid forms available at the 
Purchasing Office, West Tower, 14th Floor 
Available Vehicles: 
(4) 1990 Chevy Corsicas 
All vehicles sold on a sealed bid basis 
All bids must be submitted in writing to the 
Purchasing Office by Friday May 15, 1992"@4:00 p.m. 
A Do:n't Miss It! A 
first promised. 
Sports films, and baseball films 
in particular, are difficult stories. 
There are generally only two pos-
sible endings: a crushing defeat that 
teaches the protagonist a lesson, or 
a thrilling victory that teaches the 
protagonist a lesson and allows him 
to rub it in the loser's face. 
With The Babe, we get all of 
these, and more than once, as he 
goes from the Yanks to the Boston 
Braves, trying to follow his dream 
of becoming a manager. 
There is no question that Babe 
Ruth was larger than life, in terms 
of size (and Goodman puts the real 
Babe to shame in size) and his ac-
complishments in baseball. 
Perhaps the best scene in the 
movie is Babe's game where he 
intends to hit two 'homers' in one 
game for a boy, sick in the hospital. 
There is more drama packed into 
Goodman's point over the center 
field wall than the rest of the film 
can muster. After he hits the inevi-
table home run, what is left but to 
show the crowd--including Lou 
Gehrig--staring in admiration? . 
The rest of the film chronicles 
the life of a man who was not so 
much a loser, as lost. Abandoned 
by his own parents, he loved kids 
but never learned how to be a father 
until it was too late. He loved his 
first wife, but not enough to change 
his habit of partying until 3 a.m. 
The Babe perhaps emulates the 
life of its subject too well--incon-
sistent, sometimes likeable, some-
times intolerable,butalways larger 
than life. 
SO ••• What'• upafteuchoor1 
oul7 Wonderedaboutjobsln: 
• Nodhem California 
• Southem Callromla 
• Rocky Mount.aln Countiy 
The 1110St complete list of jobs In 
these~- updated blweelcly, 
isnowavail&blc. Torccdvuend 
check or money order for $8.00, 
and your tugetarea with 
name and address to: 
JOBS UNLTil • PO BOX 1075 
ORANCEVA CA. 95662 
~ Wecanhelp 
~ youfind 
MONEY 
FOR 
COLLEGE 
· Every Student is Eligible for 
Financial Aid 
• Co11""8henslw Database - over 200,000 
listings represent over $10 billion in private 
sector financial ail. 
• Easy To Use -we match up students to 
awards based on inlonnation provided 
including career plans. family herilage. 
and academic interesrs. 
• Unique Awards - our 1858arch department 
has located scholarships !Of gott caddies, 
!eh-handed students, cheerloaders, non-
smokers, and more. 
• Guaranllle -we wiU find at least seven 
sources ol private sector f111ancial aid, or 
we will refund your rmney. 
For more infonnation and our FREE 
brochure. please complete and mail the 
coupon below. 
Please send FREE scholarship I information to: I I Name: ______ I 
Addniu: --------1 aiy: _____ s1a11:-Z1p:- l 
I YiarlnSchool: I 
Phane:( >-------1 111111 IO:'" COLLEGE FUND ANDERS I 
L 109HORTONRD. _j - - - ~D~~.!_ 
l; 
f_";-
- . ' 
__ ,, 
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Blues Traveler-
continued from page 10 
ones. Songs from the latest album, 
Travelers and Theives included 
"MullingitOver,""100 Years" and 
"Sweet Pain." 
An amusing aspect of the show 
included a bit of a puppet show that 
accompanied the song "But Any-
way." As they jammed to this up-
beat song, a white puppet, ma-
nipulated by someone standing 
behind the drum set, danced ener-
getically to the beat. 
Unfortunately, however, each 
song tended to sound very similar 
to the one that preceded it. The 
volume stayed essentially the same, 
loud and a bit distorted, with much 
more of an emphasis on rock-n-roll 
than the name would suggest. 
A 20-minute version of Van 
Morrison's song "Gloria" proved 
tiresome after a while. The encore, 
however, was the well-received 
song, again from their second al-
bum, "Droppin' Some NYC" even 
though a majority of the cries were 
for "All in the Groove.~' 
Throughout the show, the mem-
bers of Blues Traveler displayed 
their well-developed senses of hu-
mor. Following Kindred Spirit's 
profuse thanks, the members be-
gan an assault with Silly String and 
at one point, the lead singer sub-
mitted to the slapstick pie-in-the-
face gag. 
One member of the crowd was 
lucky enough to catch John 
Popper's harmonica at the conclu-
sion of the show. 
An unwelcome addition to this 
concert was the$ 1 charge that ac-
companied the ticket. This had not 
been the case in years past and 
proved annoying to many who felt 
the charge was unnecessary. 
The reason BOC charged for . Concert-----
thisconcert,accordirigto.BOCchair Continued from page 11 
Susannah Ludwig, was to defray centennial reunion. These recep-
the debt that was incurred after the lions, to be held in the campus 
Little Feat concert. center during the first two days, 
"We felt guilty about it, but we represent about 30 groups, organi-
didn't think a dollar was a lot to ask zations, teams and departments. 
from the students," Ludwig said. "These [receptions] are actually 
"We really needed to cover our reunions within the reunion," 
expenses." Kimmons said ''They will be able 
The complaint that _the group to give alumni an opportunity to 
didn't play their more mainstream feelasortof group/departmentpride 
songs is hardly valid. It is obvious inadditiontofeelingtheusualclass 
that a good number of people came pride." 
only to hear one song, and were not The Second Century Sympo-
interested in the style andmessages sium Series IV, "Communication: 
of the music as a whole. Window to the 21st Century", is 
This concert was not one of one of six symposia scheduled for 
BluesTraveler'sbetterliveperfor- the centennial year. It will feature 
mances. Nicholas Negroponte, professor of 
However, the expertise of media technology and director of 
Popper's harmonica played with MIT's Media Laboratory-. 
its clear tones, made it more than The all-college picnic, sched-
worth the one dollar it cost to attend. uled for Saturday afternoon, is likely 
April 30, 1992 
· to be the most attended event of the 
four-day celebration, Kimmons 
said. · 
As oflast week, 600people have 
registered to attend Reunion '92, 
but there is still a month left for 
alumni to sign up. Lynch estimates 
that an additional "300 unregistered 
individuals may just ·show up," at 
least for the Affinity Group recep-
tions. 
"People have been waiting for 
this event," Lynch said. "In some 
cases, they [the alumni] wanted to 
wait for the centennial reunion "in-
stead of attending other ones." 
"I think people are thinking, 'If 
I'm ever going to go to a reunion, 
this is the one- [to go to]'. Reunion 
'92 is a very great celebration," 
Kimmons said. 
Reunion '92 is scheduled to take 
place May 28-31. For more infor-
mation call 274-3194. 
Discover Kinko's - We Deliver the Fastest Darkest Tan in Town! 
.~TAN.?@zu~. Desktop Publishing - by the hour! 
• Resumes • Newsletters • Reports • Forms • Flyers 
.I 
kinko•s· OPEN 24 HOURS 
409 College Ave 
2 7 3- 0 0 5 0. the copy center 
f STANLEY H. KAPIAN Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances 
Livel instruction! Individualized tutorin 
Classes for June exams begin 
April 30th for GRE; May 9th for GMAT, 
Ma 16th for LSAT. 
Summer classes run late June through_ early August. 
For more inform~tio~, please call: -
-· - 277-3307 - -·' 
:- .:ot--·itop-:iri.-afout'~-LQCATION~::;·- ·_ -_ -. <' <'" \-, 
-· ·- -: ·- -127 .w..-State--St. Ithaca: .- -.:.- ·: ---· - -- · -_, 
- .. · '., . -. J.... . ' ·- . ..,,__ : "··· 
~ SUN TAN CENTER "' 
ans Let us help you g_et a~ early · - ' ~o\ start on your summer tan 
'l'J\'tn ?ut e9u\aJ 
-an'l t 9ac¼'3-9e 
\a.l\n\n9 
Single Facial Bed 
5 sessions 
* Triple Facial Bed 
5 sessions 
for 
$25 
for $35 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
M-F 8AM-9PM -
at &Sun 9AM -5PM 272-5598 
609 W.Clinton St. (Corner Rt.13 & Clinton St.) Expires 519192 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
Apartments 
v'Gorgeous 
ll'New 
v'Distinctive Furniture 
v'Beautiful Finishes 
v'On-Site Laundry 
v'Much More.. · 
-v'Huge Spaces 
v'Extra Bath 
~ . . ),,,, 
. ··-· ... 
ACT NOW FOR BEST VALUE 
IN 2, 3, 4 BEDROOMS FOR 
JUNE OR AUGUST. -
PLENTIFUL FREE PARKING 
FIVE - MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS 
277-1221 to Tour 
·;;,:;_'. 
, . 
_._, 
~ -~ < .... ~ ' •• 
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It~aca College Student-Government Association_ 
unanimously recommends the college-wide adaptation and implementation 
of the following as guidelines for environmentally responsible decision 
making on all levels. Establish Ithaca College on the forefront of environmentally 
responsible institutes of higher education. Make every day Earth Day: 
Move into the second century green! 
Ithaca College Environmental Princiales 
1. Protection of Biosphere 
We will minimize and stzjve to eliminate the release of any pollutant that may cause environ-
mental damage to the air, water, earth, or its inhabitants. We will minimize the College's contri-
bution to the greenhouse effect, the depletion of the ozone layer, acid rain, and smog as well as 
safeguard natural habitats. 
2. Sustainable Use of Natural Resources 
We will make efforts to preserve, conserve and recycle renewable and nonrenewable resources 
through efficient use and careful planning. We will make sustainable use of renewable re-
sources. We will protect wildlife habitats, open spaces, and wilderness, while preserving 
biodiversity. 
3. Reduction and Disposal of Wastes 
We will minimize the creation of waste, (especially hazardous waste), and wherever possible, 
recycle materials. We will dispose of all wastes through safe and responsible methods. 
4. Wise Use of Energy 
We will make every effort to use environmentally safe.and sustainable energy sources to meet 
our needs. We will invest in improved energy efficiency and conservation in existing and future 
operations. 
5. Risk Reduction 
We will minimize the environmental, health, and safety risks to our employees and in the com-
munity in which we operate by employing safe technologies and operating procedures, and by 
being constantly prepared for emergencies. Members of the college community will be educated 
in safe technologies, operating procedures, and emergency procedures. 
6. Contribute_to Environmental Responsibility 
We recognize the importance of being aware of the fragile balance of our environment. Through 
education in the classroom and in daily operations, we will foster and encourage in the members 
of the Ithaca College community, environmentally responsible decision making. 
7. Damage Compensation 
We will take responsibility for any harm we cause to the environment by making every effort to 
fully restore the environment and by meeting all legal obligations to those persons who are found 
to be adversely affected. 
8. Disclosure 
We will disclose to our employees and to the college community, incidents relating to our opera-
' . tions that cause environmental harm or pose health or safety hazards. We will disclose potential 
environmental, health or safety hazards posed by our operations. We will not take any action 
against employees who report any condition that creates a danger to the environment or poses 
health and safety hazards. 
9. Environmental Directors and Managers 
Management resources will be committed to implementing these principles, to monitoring and 
reporting ~pon our implementation efforts, and to sustaining a process to insure that the .Board of 
Trustees and the President are kept informed of and are fully responsible for all environmental 
matters. We will establish, a committee of the Board of Trustees, or incorporate into an existing 
committee, responsibility for environmental affairs. 
JO. Assessment and Annual Audit 
We will conduct and make public, an annual self-evaluation of our progress in implementing 
these Principles, and in complying with applicable laws and regulations throughout our opera-
tions. We will work toward the timely creation of independent environmental audit procedures 
which we will complete annually and make available to the college community. 
_ Any_Qu~tions? Call 274-3377_ . 
ask for _Lauri~ Go~~stein, VP.for Campus Affairs 
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PERSONALS- :_:, :Picture sale- The yearbook staff SERVICES 
-----~---..... _ -------_, wil~, be ~elling e~tra ph,otos that 
SUMMER TOURS TO. EUROPE, . Four bedroom hous~ Ol?, 146 
. AUSTRALIA AND THE·-GREEK - . Coddington Road._Walking distance 
ISLANDS.-15-19 d~,\All'expenses-,,.~.to IC. ~paci~\IS an!l clean. Washer, 
paidinqludirigmeals.S.tl95-$1798.Call: · 2I'Yer and,. dishwasher .. Hardwood 
ContikiTows j:800-9'50~1037 ext. #2; _.' Floors.Quiel'JPeacefuln~1ghborhood. 
--=,.,,,,,,---=-~=~·:--::~- Beautiful enclosed front :QOrch, ga-
We apologize to theSchoofofMusic · _ aren t bemg used m the 92 book. _ . ; _ . .ak-_ .- .- .. 
forusingthename"SchoolofMti- Monday through Wedn~sday of Mart-r .. Heresm. ( 74), Voice 
sic" in our personal FINALS WEEK-from 10.00amto Teacher; Technique, ReP.enory, 
_______ . ____ 2 pm. In the Union lobby. All Pie- · Reading,Presence;502Universuy 
Jaime F: tures 25 cents. · Ave; Ithaca, 272'-2892. 
,, .: STUDY·ABROAD:lN .=. rage.and mo~e. Partially furnish~. 
· .AUS1RAielA _ -- .. ·.June or August ]ease._ $1100 plus 
Ima Sch***k=KCPH Jentema, . PAPER CRUNCH TYPING 
and 
Infonnation on semester~ year, -- utilities. 'CallTed 272-6130 
graduate, summer and internship 
programs in Perth, Townsville, 
Syoney, and Melbourne. Pro~ 
grams start at $3520. 
Commons West -accomplices KCKC! I Declare : I love you. Poopie on 
your head. · 
Keri-Berl, 
Uh My God! If you go to Newport, 
find my 90 mph Jack Ex_plorer. We 
sure ~ave 'em something to talk 
abouif 
Jenra 
Michelle, 
I'll miss you this summer. I'll call 
rou up to make breakfast for me. 
You look like a little turd.' 
Jen 
Ski 
Ba~m asthma attacks. Lodge 
mosquito bites. Convulsions. 'Last 
night ,YOU frightened me. Do it 
again. Are you done? Get out! 
Jenra Honda Hoover Ho-Ho 
Tim, 
I'm sorry your car exploded. Will a 
knish make it better? I would NOT 
be a French poodle! Jen 
Sefa, 
It has been a great year. Graci as J!Or 
aguantartodalam ... Ican'twaitfor 
this summer. Fun! Fun! Fun! 
LoveF. 
To the chees)'. one: 
You thought I was going to forget 
about your~rsonal ah? Well not at 
all!!! Listen D.F. Iet's talk about it 
anytime. Anyway!!! thanx for 
bem8: there when I needed to b ... ! ! ! 
Don I forget August 5th 
• _ · JoveQ/C 
Andi, Matt, & Rochel1e, 
It has been an amazing year. Good 
job guys!!! Ah! Please come visit 
meat home. 
LoveF. 
Ximena, 
Buena suerte con todo. Te voy a 
extranar. 
Love.Dano 
Pi Lambda Phi, 
My past years at College would 
have been nothing without you. The 
Best of times- the Best Brothers.· 
Not4 years, buta1ifetime. PiLan:ida 
Chi 'lll I die & Phi forever 
-Egon 
Men of the 10th floor West Tower 
1988-89: Congratulations on your 
graduation. Wish you all the best I 
hope your years at Ithaca were what 
you wanted them to be. I hope your 
future is even better. 
-from your R.A. Adam B. 
Fa-fa, 
What a wonderful _year! I'm look-
ing toaFAB-U-LOUS summer with 
your 20th and the SOX! I'll miss 
you, but soon we'll be back here 
together again! Ilovc you 
-Fa-Fe 
Women of 210 Prospect-
Last Will and Testament 
Michelle:Anything green, the Jo)' of 
Sex book, a middle name that isn't 
after your babysitter, brunette hair. 
Amy: stock in Maalox, a word pro-
cessor that is easy to use, a problem-
Jess car, a room of you own, a door 
that closes 
Julie: no cases, unlimited supply of 
blue cheese & pizza, credit cards that 
aren't maxxed. 
Nicole: a phone line to yourself, ko-
sher for passover brownies, a moment 
to rest, an aerobic mix tape. 
Jen: a cooking show, a quiet living 
room. constant attention 
Susan: a tree to hug, an extra vaccuum, 
tofu 
I love you guys. Men are woofs. 
Love.Meryl 
F. PiLam, 
----------- You pukes still trashed my house! 
Kristi Jo, . -Egon 
Our 3 years as roomies are quickly 
endinglWe'vesharedsomanyspe- "Bang, Bang, Bang on the door 
cial times together, and I'll al ways_ baby!" Scratch a little louder, sugar! 
remember iliem! I never want to Sweet Pea, 
ever lose our friendship. Despite Best of Luck tonight. I luv yo_u sooo 
the miles (and oceans) that will 
come between us next lear, I know much-thanks for being there for 
we will survive! We ve survived me. Love, me. 
worse: abuse & love (Tll), Y, Y, GoodLuckNickR.: 
MA-MEE, Terrace Lunches, 'Dear Dr. Fabian' Senior Film Cooperstown, Marcia'sLasa~, the 
Brady Bunch Dance, Tuesc4ly's. , Screening - Park Auditorium--
EXTREMES, The Arm, Kite, Sunday May 3, 1:00pm 
Analogies, Hairballs, Sunday -David D. 
Nights, Wickeddirties, Gremlin J.P. _ 
Faces, the House porch on 96B, HeywannagototheSeniorScreen-
Miracle Ear, a cenain fraternity, ing me on May 2 & May 3 in the 
and more! GOOD LUCK! I LOVE Park Auditorium? 
YOU, SWEETIE! Love Neve 
Best Wishes Keith S. on your 
film 'Procrastination' Sunday 
May 3, 1pm Park Auditorium 
Joey V. 
Phil, 
Thanks for everything you have 
done. Thanks for all your time and 
patience. 
All the seniors. 
Robyn C., 
Thanks for allowing me to Push, 
Drag, Photocopy and Animate you 
in Time Pieces at 8: 15 Sunday, Se-
nior Screening Love, Steve 
Thanks to all in non-fiction film 
workshop. Best of luck in every-
thing! 'Hazel' 
Good luck in the Senior Film Festi-
val, but don't forget who won the 
Golden Doorknob! · 
- 'A Strange Man' 
. ChiGuys~ · 
Signs, ohones, P.ark trees, dead rac-
coons, c~ Sagan's hubcap, Bacon ... 
Nextyeaf I want 10seeagiantsilver 
f1Sh egg at the house. 
. -the man with the$ 
. Good.Luck All Film Seniors! 
SeeYQUattheSeniorFibnFestival-Salµnlay.,my;zndat lpnandSun-
clay. May.3rd at ~p.m. m;td 7p.m . 
Pictures for Sale-
Monday_:-Wednesday of Finals week 
in the Union, between 10:00 and 
2:00. Photos include candid out-
takes not bein_g used in 1992 year-
book. Only 25 cents eac_h. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
ALASK~SJWMER E~-MENT-- ishenes. Earn, / 
month. Free trnnSJ)O_rtation! Room 
& Board! Over 8,000 oKi~:;gs. No 
experience necessary. or.~ 
mak,. ForemploymentJ>ro_gramcall 
1-206-545-4155 ext 1692. 
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN 
A SUMMER CAMP 
The American Camping Associa-
tjon (NY). will m~~ _your applica-
ttons avail, to over 300camps m the 
Northeast. Exciting opportunities 
for college students and _profession-
als. Positions avail: all land and 
water sports,kitchen, maintenance, 
artsand crafts.drama, mus~ dance, 
nature, triooing, R.N.s, M.u.s_;..i!f!-
Ietic, waterlront, and boating wrec-
tors. Benefits may include college 
credit, travelexpenses. Experience 
or certification not necess"arilyJe-
qapred. CALL OR WRITE' FOR 
APPLICATION. AMERICANT 
CAMPING ASSOCIATION 12 
.West31stS~NewYodc,N.Y. 
10001, 1-a>o-m-CAMP. 
Papers, Applications, Resumes,Etc. 
Cheap, Quick & Reliable 
Laserprinter/Macintosh Delivery 
Call 277-7583 
* 
* 
* * * * BIG RED 
SlllPPING & STORAGE 
272-2000 
* * * * 
Summer Storage 
* 
* 
BIG RED is Fully Insured 
BIG RED. Picks-up & Delivers 
BIG RED Guarantees Cus-
-tomer Satisfaction 
Call 272-2000 
FOR SALE 
CHEAP! FBI/U .S. SEIZED 
89 MERCEDES ...................... $200 
86VW ....................................... $50 
87"MERCEDES ...•.................. $100 
65 MUST ANG ........................ $50 
Choose from thousands starting 
$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
Reveals Details 801-379-2929 
Copyright #NY26KJC 
For Sale 
Yamaha RGX 110 Elec. guitar. 
$150 Call Travis at 273-6~37 
Furniture - Cheap 
Matching set: Couch, Annchair, 2 
end tables, 2 lamps, ottoman and 
coffee table - $200. 
2 full size mattresses, I box spring. 
Only 5 months old! $250. 
2 Desks - $75 a piece /2 Dressers -
$85 a piece. 
PRICES ARE NEGOTIABLE! 
CALL 273-1402 
LOST"AND,FOUND 
LOST: Gold ring w/ light.green jade 
stone lost in Student Union. Has sen-
timental value. If fmmd, please call Jill 
at273-9113. Reward offered. 
ROOMMATES 
FINGER LAKES ROOMATE 
SERVICE 
Let us look for that perfect room-
mate for you while y9u are away 
for the summer. 1-800-858-2185 
WE NEED YOU! 
To be our roommate for 1992-93. 
3 wonderful people looking for a 
4th to fill a Ctiarles Street Apt Call 
Dave 256-2424 of Sam 256-8601. 
Sublet for Summer too. 
SUBLET 
Summer Sublet a~ College Circle 
Apt l-2bedroomsM/F.Nearcam-
pus. Price negotiable. Call Jen 
256-1565 
SummerSublet--2bedrooms.Heart 
of Commons above the Ironshop. 
Negotiable price-277-7904. 
Summer Sublet 2 bedrooms avail-
able in College Circle_ A_pt. Rent 
negotiable. Call 256-2400 
Desparate Senior needs to sublet 
her.room: 315 Hillview Pl. 
* 5 min. walk to commons* on bus 
route * laundry across street 
Very reasonaole renL Move in 
May 2,pay only for JuneandJuly. 
Call Kaihy, 256-4898 
Must See! 1 ;i., or 3 bedroom house 
for summer sublet. Excellent loca-
tion, bottom of Hudson. S~cious 
bedroom~ free ~king, price ne-
gotiable. Lall 256-3717 
Call I-800-878--3696. · 
· Downtown, Ithaca Commons: Ne~ 
studios, one, and two bedrooms in 
best full service elevator building. 
High ceilings, big rooms,. hu~e win-
Oscar Winners &- Nominees dows. Luxury bath, e~-m kitchen, 
Now Showing!!! :aish_washer,microwave,carpet,laun-
Silence of the La{llbs*-Pis~ei: King . dry. Bus to IC. 273-9462 
Theim~ and Lou1~*T~nmn:,itor 2 . ITHACA COMMONS 
Boyz m the H09d City Slickers Above Resistance Hair Salon Ramblm_g R_o_!;e N COLLEGETOWN VIDEO Lar&e 1, 2 and 3 ~edr0<?1!15· ew 
103 DRYDEN fumiture.Balcony.Highce!lmgs:Bus 
to IC at comer. 273-9462. 
Film Buffs: 
The Nasty Girl*May Fools 
Veronika Voss*Cliocolat 
Matador* Angel at My Table 
Wingss of Destre*Tatie Danielle 
Id10t*My Twentieth Century 
Marriage of Maria Braun 
My Beautiful Laundrette*Ju-Dou 
MORE FOREIGN MOVIES 
. THANEVER/ 
. Collegetown Video*l03 Dryden 
Graduation Rooms for family / 
friends available through Hangar 
Theatre Bed & Breakfast. Call 273-
8588 or 273-2203. 
FOR RENT 
Springwood Townhomes, contem-
porary 1 & 2 bedroom, fire:elace, 
sunfilled interior, quiet, and pnvate, 
Broker, 273-9300. 
Modern studio and 1 bedrooms, 
carpeted, furnished, nice yard, laun-
dry center, walk to I.C., Broker, 273-
9300. 
Four Bedroom Cape Cod, brick fire-
place, hardwood floors. formal LR, 
DR. eat-in kitchen, full basement, 
laundry center, 2 car garage, Broker, 
273-9300. · 
·Ithaca Solar Townhouses, large 4 
and 8 bedroom units, warm 
woodstoves/fireplaces, 1 1/l. and 4 
baths, furnished, free parking and 
walk to I.C. Broker, 273-9300 
N. Aurora St. 2-3 Bedroom Apt; fur-
nished. Off street parking, heat in-
cluded. Available Aug. 1st 1992 -
Call 273-5370. 
South Hill- Prime Locations 2 
Houses for rent: first house is a 5-6 
bedroom. Second house is a 6-7 
bedroom house. All houses are fur-
nished with off-street parking. Avail-
able Au·g. 1st 1992-273-5370 
Unusual Contemporary Townhouse 
3 bedrooms, will accomodate 4 
people. 2 baths, free heated garage, 
adchtional free parking, sky-light en-
try, walled garden, covered balcony, 
:Qets allowed. Walle to IC, Cornell, · 
Commons, and all buses. Price from 
$1000 or $250 per person Call any-
time 272-7077. 
LUXURY TOWNHOUSES 
3 bedrooms 1 1/2 baths furnished 
townhouses on South Hill. Washer, 
dryer, microwave,hardwoodfloors, 
patio and parking., Available for 
June or AuIDJst leases from $265 
per person. James E. Gardner, Jr. 
277-3232. 
Hillview 
2 & 3 bedroom furnished apartments 
with covered parking, on-site laun-
dry, wall to wall carpeting, spacious 
rooms, large closets, on bus route, 
startingat$220perperson. A GREAT 
LOCATION FOR IC. James E. 
Gardner, Jr. 2n-3232. 
Picnic on a porch of your own! $765 
includes heat and hot water! Large, 
three bedroom apartments. Nice 
neighborhood, downtown & on bus 
line. Evenings and Weekends, 273-
1654, 532-4767. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
Excellent condition with new de-
signer kitchen, spacious .rooms, fur-
nished, porch, free parking & laun-
dry. Great location. $250/person. 
Available June or August. 273-4781 
ONE PERSON APARTMENT 
Downtown efficiency in top condi-· 
tion. Laundry, parking. $350 mcludes. 
Available June or August 273-4781. 
A GREAT SELECTION 
of 3 & 4 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS/ & HOUSES 
* 10 or 12 mo. leases 
* DOWNTOWN and near 
CORNELL 
*CLEAN 
*PARKING 
*24 Hour Maintenance Service 
* HEAT INCLUDED IN SEVERAL · 
LOCATIONS . 
CALL C.S.P. MANAGEMENT for 
more details 277-6f.161. 
FOlJRBEDROOMHOUSEON 174 
KENDALL AVENUE: COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED. LAUN-
DRY. PARKING. LARGE YARD 
WITH PICNIC TABLE. $250 PER 
PERSON, PLUS UTILITIES: 
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 277-2568 
College Circle Apartments 
THE BEST 
New 2, 3 and 4 bedrooms 
June and August Leases 277-1221 
See our big ad, page 14 
4 Bedroom Townhouse 
225 bedroom - 1 minute from I.C. 1 
1/l. baths Excellept condition. Avail-
able August or sooner if preferred. 
Call Jim 257-1615 
6 Bedroom House 
2 full baths, washer & dryer. Excel-
lent condition. South Hill. Avail. 
AugusL 265 bedroom. Call Jim 257-
1615 
1-2-3 Bed Apts. Aug 92. Bright-
Clean-Well Maintained. East Hill-
South Hill-Fall Creek. North· Side-
Responsible Land Lords 272-3153 
Roomiitquiet,owneroccupiedhouse. 
$260+ Walle to IC. June 1 272-2832 
4 Bedroom house, 2 baths, June 1, 
Downtown. $840 + 272-3832 
4 Bedroom apartment on Hillview Pl. 
Including Laundry, parking July 1 $260/per. , 
LUXURY 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS & 
COMMONS. FURNISHED. DISH-
WASHER, MICROWAVE, PARK-
ING, BACKY ARD,PETSOK. $600 
TOM 272-7891 
2, 3 4 and 5 bedroom Apartments 
Downtown,· available June 1992, 
NOTICES starting at $240/brplus utilities, 274-3627, 272-1374 evenings & mes-
sages. 
ADOYflON. Warm, loving,pro-
ENJOY THE LAKE. 4 BEDROOM 
FURNISHED. FIREPLACE MI-
CROWAVE. DOCK. SUNSETS 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 9 MONTH 
LEASE. AUGUST THRU MAY 
$300/PERSON T9M 27277891 . 
fessionalcouplelookingforababy Renting Now for Next Fall, 2 - 6 
10 love and clierish. Cari offer YQur bedroom furnished apts. Close to I.C. · 
baby wonderful home fiUed with 272-1115 
music/warmth, sttong-farnily life/ =E~as-1-=u=1~11---=1-, -=2-, _an_d ___ 3_bed!' __ oo_m_ 
values,iualityeducanon,full-time ·ar::enlS available for 92/93. An -
~ga)/cm. 0:6~~ .:::ti?::~ · o d ~on with nice. woodwork; 
· large rooms.· Includes al) Ulililies. 
penses paid. parki~g available. Evenings and 
Call Nancy at919-942-9666· Weekends, 273-1654, S324767. · 
ONE BEDROOM'APARTMENTS 
JUST DOWN THE HILL. CLOSE 
TOTHECOMMONS&BUSLINE 
PRETTY VICTORIAN FUR: 
NISHEt>. PERFECTFORCOUPLE $495 TOM 272-7891 . 
For Rent: -3 · bedroom· apartment: 
J?c>Wntown $650 a month plus utili- - -
lies. Call 277-87S2 
AprilaQ;~l!9a ·._, 1 1 C 
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"Keep the door shut, Ernie! I just know that dang cat 
is going to try dragging that thing into the h~use." 
"Hey! It's Frank and Cindy! ... Haven't seen you folks 
for awhile." 
OUTLAND _ By BERKELEY BREATHED 
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Tennis closes Out season second in league 
By Dickon Geddes 
Men's tennis player Cary Gruber pre-
dicted last week that Ithaca would win the 
EAA •s (Empire Athletic Association) Cham-
pionships at Hobart, held last Friday and 
Saturday. 
He was wrong. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
-
The Bombers fell two points short of 
Gruber's prediction. 
Ithaca scored 19 points, finishing in sec-
ond place behind host Hobart, who scored 21 
. points. 
"I am as happy as hell. The kids played 
very, very well," head coach Tim Faulkner 
said. 
According to Faulkner, the Bombers l)ad 
a good chance of winning the tournament 
"We had the opportunity. When you put 
yourself in position, that is all you can ask for, 
and then you h.ave to see how the chips fall," 
Faulkner said. t 
Gruber lost in the final of the "B" flight 
singles (which means he played either num-
ber three or four singles in the regular season), 
and then teamed up with Kyle Schermerhorn 
to win the "A" flight doubles (which meant 
they played first doubles). They defeated 
RPI' s Dave Saxe and Bob Hsin in the final 6-
2, 6-3. 
In the first round, Gruber and 
Schermerhorn achieved something that was 
unique. They beat Hobart's Tom 
DiVinagracia and Bruce Redpath, who had 
never been beaten in doubles before at the 
EAA's. 
"They did an outstandingjob. TheY. played 
some great doubles, and their victory was 
Get to know the 
new Domino's Pizza! 
It's better all 
the way around! 
CALL US! 
273-0111 INOBODY · KNOWS : ·· .~1&1NO'S.--
HowYou Like Pizza .At Home. 
thoroughly deserved," Faulkner said. 
"I just played great," Gruber said. "Both 
Kyle and I played very aggressively, and I 
thought that we dominated the event. I also 
thoroughly enjoy playing with Kyle, because 
we are both aggressive players," he said. 
Schermerhorn echoed Gruber's feelings, 
"I really enjoyed playing with Cary ~use 
he is a big strong guy, and as he served really 
well, and I volleyed really well. We just 
played great," he said. 
The number six singles player, Brett 
Cohen, was also involved in a very tight 
match in his "C" flight semifinal. He eventu-
ally lost by a score of 7-6, 6-2, losing the first 
set tiebreaker 9-7. 
"I thought I played well, but it was really 
mentally tough to come back after I had lost 
that tie break," Cohen said. 
The first round matches were played ins 
doors because of the weather. The team prac-
ticed on the surface Thursday, and Faulkner 
said that he thought it was not really a hin-
drance. 
· "It was not a real surprise to them," 
Faulkner said. "Some of them had played on 
that surface before, but the kids certainly got 
better on it the more they practiced." 
Erik Simpson and Eric Nordhoff lost in 
the "B" flight doubles final. Also losing in the 
finals was the combination of Paul Frenkel 
and Jed Laskowitz, in the "C" flight compe-
tition. 
Singles semifinalists were Schermerhorn, 
Nordhoff and Simpson. 
Faulkner said he was happy with the sea-
son because the team played nine matches. 
"When you have got to fight the weather 
elements as well, then that is twice as hard as 
just going out and playing," Faulkner said. 
Golfers ride crest of win streak 
By Mike Mercure to Hobart to battle the host Statesmen and 
Elmira College. It's not every day that you get to play on a 
former U.S. Open Championship golf course. 
But that's what the golf team will be doing 
this weekend at the Oak Hill Country Club in 
Rochester. 
GOLF 
Freshman Josh Footer's 75 led the Bomb-
ers to a double victory. Ithaca's team total of 
397 bettered Hobart's 409 and Elmira's 414. 4., 
Footer's medal-winning perfonnance, the top 
score in the match on the par-72 Seneca 
Lakes Golf Course, was his best ever. 
"I played really well, I did not ·make any 
In preparation for their big weekend, the critical mistakes, and I got off the tee really 
Bombers tuned up by defeating Elmira and well," Footer said. 
Hobart, and adding a second-place finish at ·,. Ithaca's average score was 79.4, a result 
the Elmira Invitational. head coach Jim Johnston was pleased with. 
At Elmira last Friday, the Bombers were "This is the first time in over three years that 
able to defeat everyone but SUNY the scoring average was better than 80," 
Binghamton, as the Colonials ran away with Johnston said. 
the match, beating the pack by more than 20 Breen finished fourth with a 78, while 
strokes. both seniorJeff Wexler and sophomore John 
Ithaca's total of 340 was good enough for Cupp scored an 81. 
secoQd. SUNY New Paltz finished third, Up Next 
with 341 and Alfred totaled 348. The Syra- The Bombers will play in the two-day 
cuse club team finished in last place, with Cornell/Oak Hill Invitational starting Friday. 
368. Sophomore Ian Breen led the Bombers The first day of competition will be held at 
with an 83, and finished fifth. Oak Hill. On Saturday, the teams will finish 
On Wednesday ,_April 22~ Ithaca traveled . the event at Cornell . 
. _ .... 
TWO bAbCS 
PQODLJCTIOns 
present 
a cappella doo-wop! 
Final perfqrmance in Ithaca! 
May 2 at 8 p.m. 
Tickets: $5.00 GeneralPublic 
$ 3 . 00 Students/Seniors 
Tickets ,_rvollohle In rn1vr11 ice crt the Dewitt Mull Ticket center crld at 1he d001 
Performanceatthe ITHACA MUSIC HALL 
413 W. State Street 
Call (607) 272-0472 for more information 
~---
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' La ... ·( x> ·,. e),<, ~.r·· f's~_.:·:: ~s} t'~ o;··~ :.p;i ·:_'.: ·s·?cl~1· ~-~e: 1 ~;~'!ltf!t~;!'ES~~ rrertnis ;falls~' B're~~ .. : 
·•·\ 
A-!?:! 
· . . · , · · ..' · :, · · U ' · better squad that night, as they_ d~- . · ~ B ?;· :.C·b·, ·.ck·· ·:. ·' . · ·" ' .. ,;. ' · from tbe first. aqd .s~o~-~ doul>!~ ~-
., .. , • ' ' .. " ., '' -· .. 'r ! • ' • ' 1 'feated =the Warriors·t-6' ::Fbe·win . »Y rian ~ _,. _ ..... ·, ,,,, .. . . . - . : " . ·. Z' ' - ., • 
By Ro~ie .,i~~~an: . · ·. ,_ .. - . ~oals . an~_· ~~.:·!l~sist ... ~~~~ :6el/gave 'G~l<fen ~r/~~-:~i-~~ au· ~~ ~t:a~i:.~~:6f;:: t~~p~;dD~eitfi¢ ~k~v. : 
The Ithaca College women's la- . ·1!°em_at~;t3un~or'.J_ean~ne. Jo~h •. _ }~ac~ ~o~eg_~;. .. . - · ":. ? · ·its fu:st ,sp,riJtg --s~so~ 1~i,~~ef their ti_op~ of ~~ng~-~~a~~n~ , 
crosse t~ entered the final week . conu:it;u~d t~o-.g~l_s· ~d l~O as~ · Acc?£ding to 6olct:en, It ·S .not-_ this w~kend ·. w.illi. a . 7-2.foss. at. ... alive •. Afte! wm.m?g W? ~~t: ~ 
of its'sea,son'with a 3-8 record. The sis~. 'Soph:om9~e_·?ttac~er' Tara '. some~ng th~ _you plan for_ as _a_ Vassar. · · .:· . .. _ .. ·. ·_ .. ·.:·r ..... · .. ttieduofelll;>eJ}indm tJ,le~cop(J,,-
Bombers knew that they would not Szigethy added two goals as well. coach. · -She: said that the pt~yers . · - . · . l. "We totally fell apart m the sec-
be participating in the New York "I think we needed to play deserve a great deal of credit for · WOMEN'S TENNIS ond set," Yanko said ... 
State Women's Collegiate Athletic tougher defense and we justcouldn 't this milestone." As a coach, you are ----------- Somehow the duo put the pieces 
Association Championships, which _hold the . sp,:ed of Ro_chester," the sideli?e observer -at . times," Everyone s~med to have ·a dif ~ back together to win the match 6-3, 
will be held at Ithaca College next Golden said .. Rochestens a strong Golden said. ferent opinion of the te::uns' 1-4 7-5. Dunkiel attributed $e rally to 
week. team and we needed to be more TwoplayersscoredgoalsforlC. spring season record. Julie Yanko the duo's net play. . - · 
energized." Szigethy_ and Feinstein had ~our called the season "interesting:" "When we were upat the net, we 
WOMEN'S 
LACROSSE 
Although there was no chance 
for postseason play for the Bomb-
ers, they managed to finish the~ 
season ona high note, winning three 
of their last four games. 
Tuesday. afternoon, the Bomb-
ers traveled to Rochester to take on 
the Yellowjackets. This was a tough 
game for Ithaca as it ended a three-
game winning streak. Ithaca lost 
12-10. 
"We couldn't hold them [Roch-
ester] defensively," head coach 
Andrea Golden said. "We didn't 
have that finishing spot which I 
thought we needed." 
Junior attack/midfielder Lisa 
Feinstein led the Bombers with five 
• Fresh Flower 
Bouquets 
•Corsages, 
. Boutonnferes 
• Exquisite Chocolates' 
• Balloons• Imported Soaps;: 
The Plantation 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mor.., Wed., Sat. 
10-5:30 
Thurs., Fri. 10-9 
Sundays 11-4 
Daily Deliuery, except Sunday 
. CUSTOM 
SCREEN PRINTING 
Your 
Logo 
Here 
• T-shirts • Sweatshirts 
• Hats • Phototransfers 
1 or 101 
call 273-6667 
T -Shirt Expressions 
Div: House of Shalimar 
210 The Commons 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Sophomore Robin Baughey was· each, whlle Joseph had two ass1s1:S. "Frustrating" was the tenn used by wereputtingitaway," Dunl<lelsaid. 
the goalkeeper for the Bombers. Boughey._ no~h~ 17 ~aves m Cheryl Dunkiel. Head coach Aziz The team put away a lot this year, 
She notched 12saves, while allow- the cage, while g1vmgupsixgoals. Paul Kommel said he was "satis- fmishing the season with a 23-1 
ing 12 goals. "We weren't doing "Sheplayedverywellandmade fled," but added "It's time to rest." record 
enough to help her defensively," somekey~r~tionalclearsfor_~s," It may not be time to rest for At ~cond doubles, Yael Levy 
Golden said. ~olden said. She held her posiuon y anko and Dunkiel, who may have and Kelly Gaughan claimed the 
Ithaca 10, SUNY Oneonta 7 m the cage very :well and found qualified for the Nationals in Bombers other victory, 7-6, 6-0, 6-
Saturday afternoon, the Bomb- open players qmckly to outlet doubles. The women wait for the 3. Kommel said it was a great win 
ershostedOneonta.Afteratiescore passes." . . wordonMonday,onwhatKommel for a team that has "been up and 
at the end of the first half, the Bomb- Th~ Bombers fimshed ~eir sea- estimates is "a 50-50 chance." The down all year." . 
erstookoverinthesecondstanzato son~!th~9-~recordandwillnotbe teamisn'ttakingitschanceslightly. Levy also thought it was an 
win I 0-7. parucipatmg many pos~on plar · They are still in training, practicing important win for the team. "It was 
Joseph led the Bombers with Howev_er, Golden said s~e is with the men's doubles team. great to end the season with a win, 
five goals and three assists. Junior ple~ed with the way they fimsh,:d Ithaca'stwowinsatVassarcame they're a really good team." , 
defenseplayerWynneLobelhelped therr season on a strong note. It 
the squad on the offensive side, was nice to come out with a 3-1 
scoring two goals, while Feinstein, record for our last four games," 
SzigethyandfreshmanattackerErin Golden said. "Competitively, we 
Bartlett contributed one goal each. are much better now than we were 
Boughey was the goalkeeper, in the beginning of the season," 
accumulating six saves, yvhile hav- Golden said .. 
WHY TAKE 
A CHANCE? 
. ONLY 3 JAMES ST. 
TOWNHOUSES LEFT! 
4-BEDROOM 
$265/PP 
3·BEDROOM 
$280/PP 
ALL UNITS INCLUDE: NEW FURNITURE, 
FREE PARKING, WASHERS & DRYERS 
CALL· NICK @ 277-3133 9A-5P 
@ 273-0553 6P-10P 
f ri: 3 lo 9 6al: 12 Lo 9 6un: 11 lo 8 
YOU.SHOULD·N'·T 
HAVE TO CRAM ON 
YOUR WAY HOME! 
: \ r ;;; I. i1,\!VII ~ ~" 
/ I 
NOW ... The Fastest, Most· Dependable 
Way To New York City & Long Island! 
Ithaca Travel Center • 710 State Street • 272-7930 
©/J-JORTL!NE" 
. Software 
Did you know 
that you're eligible for big 
discounts on software? 
L A D 
~ ~ JI 
'Every Thursday at the Gazebo, Ramada Inn, downtown Ithaca 
~a-cmimi 
9:00 PM - l :00 AM 
21 and over please 
For details and information call 607-272-1000 
* Also-M.tSat. 
. I.ate Night 
Happy Hour (9-1} 
Call Patricia Menotti 315-253-5951 or Chris Gervais 256-8726. 
College students, faculty and administration only. Proof required. 
Take the new Apple® Macintosh® 
Powerbook111 portable co,nputer with 
you! Macintosh power with notebook -
convenience and-'alMn-o-ne design! 
~,= Au~ 
Connecting ra~w F.dooltion Sales Cbnsultant 
Apple, Macintosh, Mac and the Appia 1o·ara registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc Powerbook 
is a trademark of Apple Co~er Inc •. lassie is a _regislerad trademark hcensed to Apple Computer Inc. L----------------,. .. --,-c=·-"""'·-----------..;..,..;;;... ______ __. '----· .._M .. a_,~,_es-ta..,a.r .. eg,.at;;;,;~ad;.;.;.;,M;,;.;NICll;.;;,;.;;mar;;k;;,;;d;,:;A;:;:p~;::e;Co:;::mput::::::e:.::rln:,::;o.~...;_· _ . ..J 
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tougb,tO stop, IC men's lightweight unbeaten 
'By ~~ve H~lper~. . . . . _ the second n~vice entry was de- . ing. . . -. "The h~vyw~i~ht race is ·.tlle -said, :· 
. On _some days ueam can ~ - feated by only three ~nds. _. For: the last. three weeks, the . one that we kind of fµmbled the ball The final surge allowed the boat 
invin~ible, · 81_1d- last ,Saturday, the · . . Despite these close losses, all men's lightweigh~-crew bad pulled a little J>it." ~obinson said. to def eat Williams by a large mar-
. Univ~~~ity·-of: ~as~a~husett~ · three of these boats were .able to· out come-from-behind victories. Had ~ey_managed to outrace U gin am~ lose to the Minutemen by 
wom~~fscrewteamfit_that~p;- ·. fmishaheadofWilliamsCollege,a On Saturday, no comeback was Mass, the varsity heavyweights one second. ,. 
tion.:As-headcoac!iDan'Robinson: team the Bombers have·had prob- needed. . wouldhavemostlikelymovedinto Insteadofwhatcouldhavebeen. 
', said,- -~They;· kept_ breaking· our lems with in the pasL For the row- The Bombers were able to row the top· 12 nationally, but as a number 12 ranking, the llomber 
heatjs)' .. · .. ·. · ers, this was worth great satisfac-. at a fast enough pace to beat the Robinsonsaid, "Wedidn'thaveour heavyweights emerged, according 
CREW'_ - lion.. . University of Massachusettes and best race." . : to Robinson, "ranked abou~ i8th or "Williams has been really tough Williams College by five ~d eight .. Thou~ ~ey mightnothave been so." . . 
in the past so beating them was just seconds, respectively. in their ~p· form, the heavyweights Saturday at the state champion-
In. the reg~ta, ·which also fea.:. a._ feat in itself," senior Stefanie -Thevictorygavethelightweights hadenoughenergytoforgeacome- ships they will have the chance to 
·turedW~sGollege,theUMass Blumberg said. · their first undefeated season ever back in a race they had started improveonthatinhopesofa.better 
women's· boats beat ihe Bombers . ?Jlis performance allowed the (12-0)._ slowly. . seedforthenationalchampionships. 
by narrow, 'margins •. Both Ithaca's women's crew to maintain its num- · Unfortunately for Bomber fans, "Our first 100 [yards] weren't as Thelightweightswillhavethesame 
wome~'s;vars~ty~t.andfirstnov- ber one rating going into next the men's heavyweight crew had good as they should have been but opportunity. 
ice. boat f~ll to ·the University of . · Saturday's New York State Small less to brag about after Saturday's we had a really good fight at the The women are ranked number 
~~by._sixseconds,while. College Championships at Corn- meet. end,"sophomorestrokeDanSchutt oneinNewYorkState. 
Ke·enan, ·Fischer remain teammates,· -no matter what the season 
By LaDawne Lampton 
Maura · Keenan and Karen 
Fischer did not begin their spring 
break like most Ithaca College stu-
dents. · 
Double 
Impact 
• Fifth in an occasional series of 
profiles of two--sport athletes. 
OnFriday,March 6, they played 
in the-Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference Upstate New York women's 
basketball championship and by 
Sunday they were in Aorida with 
her softball teammates. 
Last season, Keenan was the 
starting center, top scorer and top 
rebounder for head coach Christine 
Pritchard's basketball team. She 
averaged 11.9 points and 8.6 re-
bounds per game. Keenan has not 
. \ .. 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
always been determined to play 
basketball at IC. She played pre-
season basketball during her fresh-
man year, but stopped because she 
felt burned out 
"Playing basketball is the best 
decision I made since I've been 
here," Keenan said. 
Keenan traded in her sneakers 
for a glove and bat to begin another 
season. The junior from Danbury, 
Conn. has. moved from a backup 
role last season to starting catcher. 
The youngest of 10 children in a 
close-knit family, Keenan said she 
felt homesick and thought about 
transferring to a college closer to 
home. "The softball team was what 
really made me feel more comfort-
able [at Ithaca]," she said. 
Since then, she has taken over 
the starting catching role, and also 
roams the outfield on occasion. She 
said she enjoys softball so much 
that she has no preference of posi-
tions in the field. "I'll play any-
where, it doesn't matter to me, as 
long as I play," said Keenan. 
She said this year's softball team 
has the potential to go to the World 
Series. "Hopefully we'll go further 
·than last year. Now that we got a 
taste of it [national championship], 
we want to go back," she said. 
Keenan has many personal goals 
for this season. "I want to keep 
catching. I want to be a leader on 
the field. I want to get my batting 
average up." 
She has accomplished· at least 
one goal, by holding her batting 
average to .292 and adding five 
runs batted in for head coach Deb 
Pallozzi's squad. 
"Missing pre-season [due to the 
basketball season] set her back, as 
far as sharpness of skills," Pallozzi 
said. Keenan said she is aware that 
she has to work harder since she -
entered the season late and is com-
mitted to doing so. 
The junior marketing major 
knows that she has to put in her time 
with academics as well· as on the 
practice field. 
"I get better grades when I'm in 
season," she said. 
There is another player who is 
following the path that Keenan has 
blazed. 
After playing basketball, soccer 
and softball in high school, junior 
Karen Fischer decided to narrow 
her_ athletic career down to two 
sports. Fischer was a captain on the 
199.1-92 basketball team, and now 
is playing her first varsity season on 
the softball team. 
Fischer has been a forward on 
the basketball team since her fresh-
man year, and said that she plays 
betteroffensivcly than defensively. 
"I have to work on defense as-
pects of the game, such as boxing 
out and rebounding." Fischer com-
pleted the season with an average 
of 9 .2 point,; and 5.2 rebounds per 
game. 
As far as next year's basketball 
season goes, Fischer said she ex-
pects the team to improve its record. 
Forward Kristen Kinne of the 
basketball team spoke positively 
about teammates Keenan and 
Fischer. "Both of them fit in really 
well with everyone." Kinne also 
said that both Keenan and Fischer 
are highly respected by other play-
ers because they always play to 
their potential. 
Fischer was six weeks behind in 
training and practicing due to bas-
ketball. She said that the other play-
ers were very receptive and helpful, 
which made her feel welcome. 
Pallozzi said Fischer is, "learn-
ing defense and finding a comfort-
able level in outfield." Fischer is 
currently holding a batting average 
of .242 with five runs batted in. 
Fischer said, "I still have a little 
bit of work to do. I'm into having a 
good time and learning about the 
sporL" 
Cornell Concert Commission 
Presents: 
SUNDAY 
-MAY3 
FOR YOUR BOOKS!• 
........ 
BRING YOUR BOOKS TO: 
THE BOOKSTORE 
MAY-4-8 
. . . 
9·:ooam·- 4:0.0pm 
.. We buy the_. largest range of bo.oks-
, -Hard or Soft bound.. · 
violent femmes 
~Fishbone 
13LUE;.0YSTER'CULT 
With Special Guest: 
TRIBE 
Barton Hall· Cornell Univ.· 
-General Admission -
~~v.1.sn.;:i. 
CALL FOR TIX 
"': Syracuse (315) 472-0700 
Binghiunton (607) 722-7272 
· Buffalo • (716) 852-5000 
Rochester (716) 232-1900 
Cornell Students 
Tickets on Sale NOW 
atWSH_. $13 
(2 tickets per CU ID) 
· General Public 
Tickets on Sale Thurs., 
April 16. $16 at Rebop 
Records, ithaca Compact 
· Disc and TicketMaster 
--~ I ' • 
• 
-
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Laxers remain-in ·dri'ver's seat for;:title·with ·win.over A-lfr~d 
By Jason Gonella · go~ ·was~ twisting:~hind the b~~ shot. · us~~n; d~· a good job taking the leading- IC was helped _along by big g~es ~m 
ALFRED--LastSaturdaywasthedaythe "D~ang~lo's goal~ in the third quarter· scorers for the other team out of the game. JimBianchi,BrianFerryand~ill_Krist.~t 
Ithaca College men's lacrosse team showed was what broke their_b~ks. We came out in- · tlie de(ense played great bu~ i think that the and Bianchi were sn:ong on the draw, w~-
why they are ranked in the top five in the most · the third and probably had the best half of the - way ·nale played'in goal really made every- ning 14 of the 21 faceoffs in the game.·· 
recent national poll. yeat so far," Ithaca head coach Jeff Long one step it up a notch," he said. . _ Up Next . 
said. · The game was expected to be a tight battle The Bombers face St _Lawrence Uruyer-
MEN'S LACROSSE Once the Bombers took command of the between evenly matched teams. sity next According to Long, the Saints are garneoffensively,thedefenseclampeddown. "I was a little surprised by the high level going to be the frrst team that can compare 
They clos.ed on the ball and compensated for we got from everyone. It is definitely what with IC's speed. "They are the only team we 
mismatches that Alfred created with its speed we are going to need in these must-win situ- have played so far that can match us athleti-
Strongdefensiveperfonnancesfrom Marie 
Maietta, Scott Coleman, Scott MacCaull and 
a career-high 18 saves from goalie Dale Neely 
led the Bombers to a 12-5 win over Alfred 
University. 
and crisp passing. ations for the remainder of the year," Long cally," he said. . 
"The guys on defense did a real good job said. The Saints are led offensively by junior 
The win gave the Bombers a share of first 
place in the Empire Athletic Association 
(EAA) and control of their own destiny for a 
berth in the National Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation (NCAA) playoffs as well as a shot 
at the conference title. 
Saturday. They had played well all week, so The Bombers defensive pressure and of- ChrisFearey, whohas49pointsandisfourth 
I was confident that they would play well fensive patience seemed to frustrate the Sax- on the EAA scoring standings. The Saints 
Saturday, and they did," Neely said. ons to the point of giving up on their game defensive effort is spearheaded by freshman 
The Saxons came into the game led by half way through the third quart.er. senstation Paul Herger in the net 
Brian Johnson, the EAA's leading scorer (69 ·"They have a great coach who really pre- "Their attack is very quick and the fresh-
points). Maietta had another strong perfor- pares them well, but I think the way we mangoalieisarealbigkid.Wehavetomove 
mance, holding Johnson pointless and con- played in the third quarter made them try to the ball and take good shots if we want to be 
The_game was a 5-2 duel going into the 
third quarter. After the break though, the 
Bombers were on fire. 
tinually frustrating him all day. get back into things too fast and that's why it successful," Long explained. 
Long said he thought the defense took the looked like they gave up," Long said. With a victory, IC will seal up its second 
Saxons ·out of their game plan. Charlie Shoulberg raised his team-lead- straightNCAAplayoffberthandconference 
Led by Dave Darcangelo's three goals, IC 
took a commanding 8-3 lead. The second 
"Their attack didn't have a point all day. ing point total to 52 with three goals, his 10th title. The game is scheduled for 2 p.m. Satur-
The guys [MacCauU, Coleman and Maietta] multi-goal outing of the season. day on Allen Field. 
Leon's homer, Farrell's pitching lead Bomber nine over SUNY Oneonta 
By Scott L. Matson 
BASEBALL 
hurled 5.7 innings, five hits, and yielded just 
two walks. Farrell fanned five, as his earned 
run average dropped to 1.60. 
After a wet weekend, the baseball team 
finally,played a game on the same-day it was 
scheduled for. 
The squad traveled to Hartwick to play a 
single game against SUNY Oneonta Tues-
day afternoon. Starting pitcher Kevin Farrell 
and leftfielder Vic Leon were the highlights 
for the Bombers on Tuesday's 9-2 drubbing 
of the Red Dragons. 
The Bombers had an important Empire 
Athletic Association weekend planned, but 
mother nature had other ideas. · 
The Bombers had to wait until Monday to 
battle Hartwick. IC split the doubleheader, 
taking the first game 3-0 and dropped its first 
EAA game, 6-3 in the nightcap. 
Mike Santora picked up the win, tossing a 
two hit shut-out and strikin~ out three. Leon tallied his fust career clouf, with a 
three-run shot. The sophomore finished the 
day with two hits and four RBI. Farrell (4-0) 
Saturday'sdoubleheadcratRensselaerwas 
cancelled due to rain. 
Rob Coleman's three hit performance was 
the bright spot in the IC lineup. · 
~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
: SAFE SEX : 
• • 
: * .Are you sexually active? : 
• • 
• Are you protected against unplanned : 
: pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? • 
• • 
: - Did you know that birth control, : 
• HIV and STD screening • 
: are available at the J.C. Health Cent~r and_that these : 
• services are totally confidential?? • 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Please Call For More Information On 
Safe Sex 274-3177 
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. • ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!11__. 
)IMPRf.SS YOUR 
PARENTS WITlt YOUR 
. fXCEIIBNT TAST£ IN \I 
R£STAUR~TS. MAKf 
. RESERVATIONS fOR: 
~~~~~~~•~~~~~~. 
1
'G~DUATIQN' 
. ~ ~~ ~'.-~_,,, ..... 
TJ£R~ 
OPENING -=: 
SATURm!~ 290m 
-
-
-
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Tompkins Cortland· Community College 
Summer 1992 
Tompkins Cortland is your bridge to the fu-
ture. Whether you plan to enter the workforce, 
attend a four-year college or university, or 
polish your skills and challenge your mind,--
Tompkins Cortland can meet your needs. 
First Session 
June 1 - July 1 
Most classes meet Monday - Friday 
Principles of Accounting-I 
Independent Art Srudio, Computer Graphics-I 
Principles of Biology-I 
General Biology-I 
Field Natural History 
Human Anatomy and Physiology-I 
Foundations of Business 
Principles of Marketing 
Principles of Chemistry-I 
Survey of Computer Information Systems 
Cooperative Work Experience 
Introduction to Economics-I 
Basic Writing Skills 
Composition 
Approaches to Literature 
Technical Rep.Ort Writing 
Fundamentals of Speech 
Journalism 
Newspaper Editing 
Personal Health 
Adult Recreation and Fitness 
Golf 
Lifeguard Training 
Sailing · 
Developmental Math 
Elementary Mathematical Methods 
Statistics 
Calculus-I 
Applied Music-Piano 
Applied Music-Guitar 
Applied Music-Voice 
General Physics-I 
Job Search 
Introduction to Psychology 
Basic Reading and Vocabulary Skills 
Student Literacy Volunteer 
Introduction to S_ociology 
Sound Recording Techniques-I and II 
Second Session 
July 7 - August 6 
Most classes meet Monday - Friday 
Principles of Accounting-II 
Independent Art Srudio, Computer Graphics-II 
Principles of Biology-II 
General Biology-II 
Human Anatomy and Physiology-II 
Principles of Chemistry-II 
_Introduction to Economics-II 
Composition 
Fundamentals of Speech 
B_eginning Algebra 
.,Calculus-II -
Applied Music-Piano 
Applied ~usic-Guitar 
Applied Music-Voice 
General Physics-II 
Introduction to Psychology 
Developmental Psychology: The Child 
College Reading Skills 
· College Study Skills 
Critical Reading Skills 
Introduction to Sociology 
Marriage and the Family 
Evening Session 
June 7 - July 27 
Most classes meet twice a week 
Principles of Accounting-I 
Principles of Accounting-II 
Photography-I 
Conservation of Natural Resources 
Business Communications 
Business Mathematics 
• Business Law-I 
Principles of Management• 
Basic Real Estate Principles 
Introduction to Economics-I 
Composition 
Fundamentals of Speech 
Fundamentals of Speech• 
Geography of the Americas 
Drug Studies 
S_cuba Diving 
Tennis-I · 
Intermediate Algebra 
College Algebra .and Trigonometry 
· Technical Mathematics-I 
Precaiculus Mathematics 
Statist.i1.;'!; . 
lntroduct1Q!'l to Psychology 
Developr..e;;wl Psychology, The Adolescent 
lntroducticr. to Sociology 
Contempc,r r:r;y Social Problems• 
Portable '-:icfoo . 
•courses offered at Boynton Middle School. 
Evening courses usually begin betweer:i 5:30 
- 6:30 PM. Consult the summer 1992 tourse 
schedule for ir,ore information on class times 
and locations. Call (607) 844-8211. · 
Admissions - F.xt. 4320 
Registration - E.-:t. 4301 . 
Continuing Education - Ext. 4315 
Advisement - Ext. 4324 
Counseling - Ext. 4261 
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Basei:;~jj (22-8. S:1 :EAA) 
April·23 . 
lthacii11, Colgate 7 
April 25 
Ithaca vs. Rensselaer, ppd. 
Ithaca vs. Rensselaer, ppd. 
April 23-April 29 
April28 
Rochesfer 12, Ithaca 10 
Men's'Lightweight Crew (12-0) 
April25 
Ithaca 7:09, Massachusetts 7:14, Wil-
liams 7:17 
TH~,WEEK ... ,. 
April 30 _ 
Softball at ·Hartwick 
May1 
Baseball at LeMoyne 
April 30-May 22 
Ma 4· y . . . . ·• ,. 
Men's Track and Field - NYSCT&FA.: 
5:30 pm. Decathlon at Hamilton 
10 a.m 
May 5.7 
3 p.m. No teams in action 
April 26 Men's Heavyweight Crew (5-5) 
April 25 
Women's Track and Field - NYSWCAA May 8 
Ithaca 3, Hartwick o 
Hartwick 6, Ithaca 3 
Championships at Ithaca Men's and Women's Crew - Dad Vail 
Williams 6:45, Ithaca 6:53, Massachu-
setts 6:52 
5 p.m. Championships at Philadelphia 
April28 
Ithaca 9, SUNY Oneonta 2 
Softball C19-9) 
April26 
Ithaca vs. Buffalo St., ppd. 
Ithaca vs. Buffalo St., ppd. 
April29 
Ithaca 1, Edinboro O 
Ithaca 4, Edinboro 3 (10 innings) 
Men's Lacrosse (10-1, 4-1 EAA) 
April25 
Ithaca 12, AHred 5 
Women's Tennis Cl-4) 
April26 
Vassar 7, Ithaca 2 
Women's Lacrosse CS-9) 
April23 
Ithaca 8, Hartwick 6 
April25 . 
Ithaca 10, SUNY Oneonta 7 
Women's Varsity Crew (8-2) 
April25 
Massachusetts 7:48, Ithaca 7:54, Wil-
liams 8:10 
Golf {5-2} 
April24 
2nd at Elmira Invite 
April 26-27 
Ithaca at Hartwick Invitational, cancelled 
Men's Outdoor Track 
April25 
Competed at EAA Championships 
Women's Outdoor Track 
April23 
Competed at Penn Relays 
April25 
Competed at Hartwick Invitational 
Men's Tennis {5-2) 
April 24-25 
2nd at EM Championships 
On-:the-Air 
This week's ~chedule of sports broadcast on 92-WICB and 106-VIC Radio 
Baseball 
May2~VIC . 
·· · Ithaca vs. LeMoyne (3:20 p.m.) 
·May 9--WICB 
Ithaca at Cornell (12 p.m.) 
Men's Laci:osse 
May2-WICB 
Ithaca vs. St. Lawrence (2 p.m.) 
Special to the Ithacan / Pat Reynolds 
Cary Gruber 
The Ju~lor tennis player 
ended the season with a bang 
this week, grabbing an · 
Important victory In the EAA 
Championships. 
At the EAA's, Gruber made 
It to the finals of the "B" flight 
singles competition before 
bowing to the eventual 
champion from Hobart, Dave 
Joseph. He then teamed up 
with Kyle Schermerhorn to win 
the "A" flight doubles 
competition. In the final match, 
they beat Rensselaer's Dave 
Sax and Bob Hsin 6-2, 6-3. 
Gruber, a former all-league 
performer at Spring Valley, N.Y. 
is a finance major. 
Golf - Cornell/Oak Hill Invitational at 
Rochester 
8a.m. 
May2 
Baseball vs. LeMoyne 
2p.m. 
Softball vs. IC Alumni 
TBA 
Men·s Lacrosse vs. St. Lawrence 
2p.m. 
Men's and Women's Crew - NYS Small 
College Championships at Coming 
8a.m. 
Men's Track at Rochester with Hamilton 
and Colgate 
12p.m. 
Women's Track and Field - NYSWCAA 
Championships at Ithaca 
1 p.m. 
Golf - Camell/Oak Hill Invitational at 
Cornell 
9a.m. 
May3 
Men's Track and Field - NYSCT&FA 
Decathlon at Hamilton 
12p.m. 
This summer you can: • catch up • make up • get ahead 
while you discover beautiful Ithaca in the summertime 
Classes are offered in all 5 schools, as well as: 
• Workshops • Internships • Independent Studies 
On-campus housing available. 
e SESSION I: May 26-June 26 
e SESSION II: June 29-July 31 
e GRADUATE MUSIC SESSION: July 6-August 7 
Summer Sessions Office, Towers Concourse, Ithaca College, 
953 Danby Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) 274·3143 
___ ,·· w, 
,;_,' ( 
i L. 
Ithaca College Celebration of a Century 1892-1992 
7a.m. 
Men's Track and Field - NYSCT&FA 
Champions~ips at Rochester 
5 p.m. 
May9 
Baseball at Cornell (doubleheader) 
12p.m. 
Men's and Women's Crew - Dad Vail 
Championships at Phialdelphia 
7a.m. 
Men's Track and Field - NYSCT&FA 
Championships at Rochester 
12p.m. 
May16 
Women's Track and Field - ECAC 
Championships at Williams 
3p.m. 
May 17. 
Women's Track and Field - ECAC 
Championships at Williams 
10a.m. 
May20 
Men's and Women's Track and Field -
Ithaca Twilight at Ithaca High School 
6p.m. 
May22 
Men's and Women's Track and Field at 
Union Invitational 
5p.m. 
... 
' .. 
.1 .. :. 
~: 
. ,ii . .' 
_.,_· 
. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ~ . . ' . . 
Women's lacrosse, women's 
tennis wrap up seasons --
Double-Impact: two. trac;le 
s~eakers _for spikes _ 
... page 21 
_ Men. laxers spear Saxons, hf?ld 
on to first place 
... p~ge 22 
... page 20 
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Men's track wins EAA; women lose top harrier 
Host Bombers three-peat; women 
race in prestigious Penn Relays 
By Marc J. Dovi 
On South Hill last weekend, ev-
erything was normal for this time of 
year: rain, cold and the men's track 
team was winning another confer-
ence title. 
TRACK AND FIELD 
This year's victory gave the 
Bombers their third straight out-
door title, as they dominated the 
competition. 
The team finished in the top three 
places in every event, including six 
individual champions, giving the 
Bombers a near 100-point margin 
of victory. 
American Dave Fields capture4 
second in the long jump. 
"We also had some people grab 
crucial seconds, thirds and fourths 
which gave the team some valuable 
points," Nichols said. 
Adam Eigenrauch ran a personal 
best 32:32 in the 10,000 meters, as 
he earned second place and a berth 
in the state meet. 
Jason Trumble also raced to a 
bridesmaid finish and qualified for 
states in his first 3000-meter steeple-
chase of the year. 
Also doubling in events for the 
day was John Dickens, who scored 
in the 1500-meter and the 5000-
meter run. 
• Several members of the IC track 
and field team encountered a strange 
phenomenon last weekend at the 
Penn Relays in Philadelphia: warm 
weather. 
Ithacan/ Christopher Burke 
Junior Matt Stratton skims the high bar during the Empire Athletic Association Track and Field 
Championships last Saturday on South Hill Field. 
"The guys were very excited 
about competing in their first scor-
ing meet of the year," head coach 
Jim Nichols said. "They wanted to 
score and contribute to a strong 
team perfonnance, and I was very 
proud of their success." 
The sprinters.jumpers and field 
event competitors shined for the 
Bombers. Jason Jackson swept the 
In fact, the conditions were hot 
and muggy, which affected the par-
ticipants. 
DelSignox __ e plans transfer to SUNY- Cortland in fall 100 and 200-meter dashes, receiv-
ingstrongback-upfromJeff Adams, 
who turned in a second place finish 
in the 100-meter, and Silenio Tho-
mas, who earned a second in the 
200-meter. 
The Bombers 100-meter team, 
madeupofJenPotter,Shelley Pace, 
Deb Krieger and Arny V anaskie, 
ran into difficulties with the size of 
the field and the speed of the race. 
By Marc J. Dovi 
AnnMarieDelSignore,IC'stop 
distance runner ,recently announced 
that she will not be returning for her 
senior campaign in cross country or 
track and field. 
The junior from Albany, who 
won a national title during indoor 
track last season and earned All-
America honors in cross country, 
said sh.e will be heading to Cortland 
State to complete her eligibility. 
"There were a number of rea-
sons for my dccision,butoneofthe 
main ones was I wanted one year to 
concentrate on my running," 
DelSignore said. 
According to DelSignore, 
Cortland's strength of schedule in 
both cross.country and track also 
influenced her. 
"Because of the strength of their 
(Cordand'sJ program, they go to a 
numberofDivisionimeetsandthat 
means the best competition,'' 
DelSignore said. "I think it will be 
beneficial." 
Head coach Jim Nichols said, 
"It's like she's graduating, and we 
graduate excellent athletes every 
year. She'll be missed, but these 
things happen. The program will 
survive though." 
The third-year accounting ma-
jor plans on getting her coaching 
certification at Cortland and study-
ing for the CPA exam. 
After she completes two semes-
ters at Cortland, she said she will 
return to IC and earn her bachelors 
degree. 
"I have already been accepted at 
Cortland and have talked to the 
necessary administrators at Ithaca 
in order to receive a withdrawal or 
leave of absence," Del Signore said. 
According to Shane Lyons, a 
legislative assistant at the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association at 
Overland Parle, Kan., DelSignore 
will not encounter any problems 
with the transfer. 
If DelSignore withdraws from 
IC, she will have to apply for 
readmittance to the college. Ac-
cording to DelSignore, Ithaca's_ 
administrators don't see a problem 
with the switch, She consulted with 
Warren Schlesinger ,a business pro-
fessor at lthaca,"about her decision. 
Nichols said he supports her 
decision. "She has to be happy with 
her decision. No one should regret 
not doing something they wanted to 
do, so I support her in whatever she 
chooses." 
Dave Russell, a state qualifier, 
raced past the 400-meter field, fol-
lowed closely by Shawn White in 
third. Mike Mulligan also turned in 
a third-place perfonnance in the 
800-meter race. 
In the field events, Steve 
Palumbo rewrote the record books 
as he threw the hammer 52.10 
meters, nearly a meter farther than 
his best ever. 
The jumpers all had letter days, 
overcoming the wet runways, tC> 
capture three spots in the triple jump 
and four in the long jump. 
Corey Bowerman took two 
fifths, while Tony Dickson earned 
top honors in the triple jump. All-
"Their timing and exchanges 
were off and they ended up running 
upon each other on the track," head 
coach Jim Nichols said. 
· The 400-meter team, which in-
. eluded Vanaskie, Potter, Mary 
Halloran and Laura Young, also 
had trouble with their passes but 
still ran to a season best time of 
4:02.8. 
"They did an excellent job con-
sidering there was a lot of confu-
sion with 15 teams on the track 
during the exchanges," Nichols 
said. 
Ann DelSignore also competed 
in the 5000-meter run and qualified 
for the-national championships. She 
won the national title in that dis-
tance during the indoor season . 
Softball _squads sweeps Edinboro Stay tuned: m~n's lacrosse bracket to 
be announced Sunday on television By James Oppedisano 
After being rained out all of last 
weekend, the Ithaca College soft-
ball team swept a twinbill against 
Edinboro Wednesday, 1·0 and4-3. 
SOFTBALL 
The first game featured a pitch-
ing duel between Ithaca ace Stacy 
Johnson and the Lady Scots' Jenn 
· Ande.ts0n: After five and one half 
inningsof scorelessplay, the Bomb-
ers finally scored in the sixth when 
. Stacy Swiger crune up to bat with 
the bases loaded and two outs. 
. ~·1 was just trying to put the ball 
in play,"- Swiger said. She did ex-
acdy that when she hit a single that 
scored:Naricy Liskiewicz -
. :.JobiJson-struck out four batters 
in iiilgame,iiicluding her 100th of 
' ~.~ ~-, -~·, ~-
the season. Johnson said she was 
excited about the mark, but gave 
most of the credit to her teammates. 
"Itwasagreatteam_ effort. It was 
a tight game the whole way, but we 
played good defense, and the bats 
came through when we needed it," 
she said. 
The second game was also a 
tight pitching battle. Ithaca scored 
the first runs of the game in the 
fourth whenKt.stenLetoumeauand 
Jo Leiva each drove in a run. 
By Scott D. Matthews The hardest part of baseball 
and WiUie Rubenstein coach George Valesente'sjobmay 
· If you 're a fan of the I 0-1 men's bedeciding who to put in the lineup. 
lacrosse team, then plan on taldng a He might have too many talented 
study break at 8 p.m. Sunday night, players. Two of the leading hitters 
wh~n Channel ~ will tele_vise the on the team have appeared in less 
l'!a~onal <;o_ll~giate Athletic Ass'; than half the squad's games. Senior 
c1ation D1v1s1on I and III men s Eric Ziobro, an outfielder-third 
lacrosse tournament selections. baseman, is hitting .500. 
INTHE 
BOMB SIGHT 
The Lady Scots came right bacl· 
in the fifth with three runs. The Special to The Ithacan/ Pat Reynolds . Barring an upset Saturday after-
Bombers1ied the game in the sixth Stacy Johnson noon against the 16th-ranked Sl 
Another super-sub is infielder 
Geoff Brown. Brown is ·now at 
.412, with a homer and nine RBI. 
He has started eight games. 
One of Valesente's favorites off 
the bench is infielder Scott · 
on a sacrifice fly by Letourneau. run. · · Lawrence Saints, the smart money 
The game remained tied at three Johnson picked up the win again, has_theBombersheaded to_Nazareth 
u,ntil lhe 10th inning. With runners a record-tying 16 for the season. College in Rochester to take on the 
on first and third, ·Sindie·· The win was also the 30lh of her second-ranked Golden-Flyers in 
Shollenberger singled to score career, which places her fourth on · their first playof•f contesL 
Mama Keenan with the winning the all-time list 
· Therriault. He has appeared in 18 
of ~thaca:s 30 games~ but has only · 
started eight. The sophomore ·has 
played every infieJd position ·ex-
·cept first base this season ·and has 
playe.d in the outfield: . . • . 
